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This year's retreat was once again 
a success. The subbies participated 
in activities ranging from making 
ice cream with Ms. Morris to com
peting in the Subbie Olympics, 
which culminated in the traditional 
tug-of-war tournament. Even 
though they weren't allowed to 
swim in the lake because of the dis
eased goose droppings, they still 
enjoyed playing pick-up games of 
volleyball, eating free food, sign
ing each other's T -shirts, and most 
importantly, bonding. Says subbie 
Meera Patel, "It was a great way to 
start off the year!" 

(l-r, t-b) The subbie class in their first 
group picture; Buddy Bob helps Jack 
Liebersohn get some food; Stevie sinks 
her teeth into lunch; Jack, Eric, Anne, 
Dasha, Mukta and John attempt the team
legged race, which will build strong bonds 
and develop good team cooperation 
(hopefully); Buddies Tracy, Noah, and 
Melissa lead the game as Max Schnuer 
and Daniel Hedin try to name that tune; 
First week, and Andres Black and Dan 
Pleck are already battling it out; 
Catherine Wah and Emily Climer hang 
out; Kate Peisker signs Elaine Wah's 
souvenir Retreat t-shirt. 
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Everybody dance now! Though there were fewer 
dances than in previous years, everyone still had a 
great time. Club Uni started off the year, replacing 
the Howdy Hop. There also was a Halloween dance, 
Winter Formal, the Valentine's Day Dance, Irish 
Club's St. Patricks Day Dance, Spanish Club's an
nual Salsa Dance, and fmally, Spring Fling. Over
all, everyone had fun getting their groove on to the 
music from the often broken stereo. As Ginny 
Tucker said ''The dances were awesome!! Balint and 
Sean were really good breakdancers, too." 

(l-r, t-b) "In the 
still of night ... "; 
Meera and Lauren 
work up a sweat; 
A lisa--the dancing 
queen; Jason and 
Kelly break it 
down doing the 
fruge. 
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As the clock struck 12 on the 
last day of our second thousand 
years on Earth, people partied 
throughout the world. Fireworks lit 
the sky behind the Eiffel Tower; 
Times Square was packed shoulder 
to shoulder. Families hugged, 
friends laughed, and couples kissed. 

Uni students were just as wild 
as the rest of the world -- although 
Champaign-Urbana isn't exactly 
New York City, students found 
plenty to do. House parties were all 
over town, where groups of friends 
shouted in the New Year with 
streamers and non-alcoholic grape 
juice (mostly). This was a New 
Years that we're never going to for
get. 

(l-r, t-b) Nicole, Traci, Veronica and 
lacey have a rockin' New Years' Party; 
How Nick spent New Year's; With those 
flashy pants, Abby and Alexandra 
couldn't possibly have a bad time 
celebrating the New Milennium. 
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, ... 

(l-r, t-b) Anna, Melissa and Joanna 
breathe a sigh of relief after learning that 
the world didn't end; Nicola, Alexandra, 
Natalie, Connie and friends are one goofy 
group of chic as. Maybe it was that grape 
juice; Ginny and Becca embrace and 
celebrate the milennium; Justin, Charlie 
and John just party like its 1999. 
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Agora Days 
Agora Days came just in time to steal 
sleepy heads off desks and into more 
interesting classes. Our stress was 
relieved in Spa Gillian+Laila. We 
played our favorite sports in floor 
hockey and German dodgeball. 
Chocolate-lovers got their fill, and 
we watched everything from Monty 
Python to Audrey Hepburn. And of 
course, Medieval Comabat returned 
in full glory. Too bad Agora days 
comes only comes once a year! 

(l-r, t-b) Emily shows Wendy how to draw 
Bob the Tomato; Rachel and Helen 
concentrate on creating beads; Mike says 
"Math is fun! " from the depths of his 

IJavorite academic class; Matt Sutton 
reluctantly massages Colin 's calves in 
Spa Gillian+Laila; The subbies look on 
in awe as upper-classmen like Errol and 
Andy show them what Medieval Combat 
is all about; Jimmy's "expert" cooking 
class smiles for the camera, but really 
look greedily at the dessert they made. 
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Spirit Week 
Spirit Week gave us a chance to 
show the inner school spirit burning 
within each of us by allowing us to: 
dress in red thermal underwear on 
Pajama Day, wear class colors to 
show class solidarity, be our favor
ite celebrity to show we're all super
stars, break out the beach wear to get 
us out of the winter doldrums,· and 
show blue, white, and orange on 
school colors day. Our school has so 
much spirit, we even had cheerlead
ers at Pack the Place. 

(l-r, t-b) The subfreshman babes sport 
their suits even though it's freezing 
outside; Don 't you wanna hug Toby, Alex, 
and Emilia?; Derek, Noah, and Doug 
don't need to dress up like this to be 
triplets; Matt and Jason are the "Men in 
White. "; Errol and Alex as the bands we 
love to hate; Emily hugs her neon pink 
flamingo tightly; Mr. Rogers sings, 
"Won't you be my neighbor?"; Are 
Nicole and Art trying to save the sunshine, 
or do they just want all the candy? 
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This Page (1-r, t-b ): Natalie giggles in class while 
Zeynab pays attention; Charles, Phil and Matt raise 
their fists high; Melinda in her natural state, eating 
popcorn; Kate and Ian are so cute hanging out in 
the lounge together; the Seniors get crazy after 
taking their Senior picture together, and Chas 
whistles amongst them. Opposite Page (l-r, t-b ): 
Mark the Astronaut and Suraiya the Angel both 
soar in the heavens and hope to win the Halloween 
Costume Contest; Jason stands proudly above the 
head of subfreshman and trainee Dan Pleck; 
Warren is fascinated by Chas 's amazing use of a 
computer; Laila and Tony grin; Matt and Nick 
make fun of a certain person (TYSON) in tights; 
Sean relaxes Gillian with a soothing massage. 
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The Yearbook class was respon
sible for putting together the awe
some '99-' 00 yearbook, the last of 
the millennium. They worked un
der the supervision of distin
guished senior editors Becca Tabb, 
Phil Rowell, and Scott Strand. Stu
dents met everyday in the Mac lab 
to discuss assignments and dead
lines. New members quickly 
learned ho\v to layout amazing 
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pages and how to take photos. Stu-
dents received lots of hands-on ex
perience with computers, since all 
of the pages were laid out in 
PageMaker. The class was aided 
by the addition of several new 
iMacs and two scanners, as well as 
a new version of Photoshop. 

(l-r, t-b) Editors Phil, Becca, and Scott 
are obvio,usly diligently working on the 
wonderfql yearbook, sitting in the lounge 
and all; it looks as if the yearbook staff 
is hard .at work, but really, they are 
plotting world domination; Sean checks 
to see if there is any work for him to 
do ... Nope, nothing as usual; Janaki 
thinks about cinnamon raisin bread. 
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(l-r, t-b) Phil Rowell, Becca Tabb, Scott Strand, Art Kolchinsky, Roaa Al-Heeti, 
Mr. Beesley, Duane Linton, Rachel Walsh, Susan Sefranek, Shawn Simpson, Janaki 
Patel, Jennifer Iversen, Noah Zych, Sean Morales-Doyle, Fanzi Mao. 



(l-r, t-b) Jennifer Chen, Julianne Kuck, Mr. Porreca, PatrickMorales-Doyle, Martin Ceperley, 
Tony Khan, Joe Cioll~ Jack Monahan, Tal Kitron, David Jacobson, Dan Shapiro, Charles 
Terry, Ben Sapp, Melissa Wei, Ben Leff, Allison Beck, Zeynab Moradi, Natalie Goel. 

This year, under the leadership of 
five new editors Jennifer Chen, Tony 
Khan, Andreana Lau, Charles Terry, 
and Melissa Wei, Gargoyle grew to 
new heights. Since there were five 
editors as opposed to the usual two 
or three, the Gargoyle came out ev
ery month and staff members 
weren't forced to spend as many late 
nights in the Mac Lab working on 
Gargoyle. As always, the staff was 
greatly aided by dedicated supervi
sor Dave Porreca. The paper in
cluded everything from on-the-spot 
interviews and comics to current 
events to tons of great sports cover
age. There was also a calendar of 
upcoming events and other crucial 
student reminders. 

(l-r, t-b) Are Patrick, Joe, Jack, Dovi 
and Dan really looking at Gargoyle 
stuff?; Zeynab Moradi checks out the 
latest Uni scandal; Ben Leff gets eaten 
by the evil new scanner; Jenn Chen 
tries to dream up Uni news to write . 
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Latin Club 

Latin Club held fund-rasing events this year, including spaghetti and 
mint bar sales, and the popular chariot races, to raise money for their 
trip to Rome. This year's officer were Bryan Lung and Ayesha 
Choudhury, co-consuls; Elliot Ramos, praetor; Janaki Patel, aedile. 

(l-r, t-b) Jason Boyd, Justin Lehmann, Adam Ragheb, Benjy Smarr, Marc 
Alexander, Yong-Bee Lim, Bob Monahan, Bryan Lung, Janaki Patel, Evan 
Cording, Noah Zych, John Zech, Rivkah Cooke, Eric LeSueur, Sangita 
Sudharshan, Emily Bruce, AnuParuchuri, Ayesha Choudhury, Dan Atherton, 
Frances Newman (sponsor), Andrew Coverdill, Albert Park, Crystal Chiang, 
Roxanne Chow. 

Russian Club 

Russian Club continued to flourish this year with the help of the 
new sponsor Katya. Russian Club held bake sales to raise money, 
a Russian cultural night in February, and had various speakers talk 
about different aspects of Russia. 

(l-r, t-b) William Griscom, LauraBook, TysonMasar, MaraBandy, Michelle 
Byrne, Sam Schnuer, Melinda Taub, Abby Beck, Nicola Bunick, Diane Plewa, 
Oksana Maksymchuk, Nick Sansone, Emily Buss, Dasha Nickolaeva, Katya 
(spon), Nafisah Sheikh, Susan Sefranek, Becca Tabb (pres), Tali Weinberg 
(vp), Masha Gelfand (sec), Clarabelle DeVries, Pamela Machala. 
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French Club 

French Club, pon ored by M. Garvey and Mme. Lopez, 
again sold crepes and other traditional French foods (which 
inspired by the French trip to Bretagne in ummer of '99) 
lunch to raise money. They even prepared a few brunches and 
dinner. Overall, they had a very ucce sful year. 

(l-r, t-b) Phil Rowell, Galen Reeves, Martin Ceperley, Alex Thaler, 
nifer Bartlett, Ariel Zodhiates (pres), Ligia DeRose, Ryoko Oono, 
Alan (sec), Katherine Lamb, Laila Saied (vp), Roaa Al-Heeti. 

German Club 

This year German Club, led by Herr W, planned their trip 
Germany scheduled to take place in June. They also desi 
their styli h club T -shirt . And of cour e, their bratwurst 
as tasty as ever. 

(l-r, t-b) Emily Wisseman, Julianne Kuck (pres), Michelle Byrne, 
Book, Herr W (spon), Matt Woodbury, John Murdoch, lacey Esler, 
Carol Baym (vp ), Matt Schiel, Bryan Lung, Ty Esler, Devin Kinney, 
Peter Fahrner, Meta Louise Norman, Laila Saied. 



Japan Club 

Japan club was extremely active this year. They held food sales, 
a meditation session, and a tea ceremony. They also planned a 
trip to observe Japanese culture in large cities. 

(l-r, t-b) Charlie Melby-Thompson, Hiroko Ito ( spon), Ms. Shenks ( spon), 
Ryoko Oono, Judy Liu, Susan Sefranek (vp), Ayako Komatsu, Melissa 
Hines, Anna Shanks, Daniel Weissman, Errol Packard (pres), Alisa 
Modica, Balint Bognar, Patrick Morales-Dayle, Fanzi Mao (sec), 
Kendall Chuang. 

Spanish Club 

, Spanish Club continued stronger than ever this year. They hosted 
the annual salsa dance, sponsored a Spanish dinner, and held 
Quesadilla sales to raise money for the Spain Trip and various 
charities, such as El Centro and Students Helping Street Kids. 

r (1-r, t-b) Tyson Masar, Nick Pelafas, Jan Orland, David, Matt Harrington, 
Vilas Dhar, Daniel Stichter, Gahe Mathy, Tony Prado ( spon), Sara Medendorp 
(pres), Crystal Zych, Ill ina Kuriashkina, Sean Morales-Doyle, Rebekilh Kunkel, 
Meera Sekilr, Ayesha Choudhury, Amelia Padua, Sanaz Mobasseri, Nicole 
Betenia, Bea Burton (vp); Becca Tahb (sec), Abby Beck, Boshra Moradi. Not 
pictured: Ariel Zodhiates ( tres ), Robin Ragan ( spon). 

Irish Club 

The Irish were back in full force this year. After kicking things 
off with a successful "Celtic Day" of Celtic food and fighting, 
Irish Club stayed quite active through the year. Activities in
cluded attracting younger members to the mostly senior club, 
attending theater events, and holding the popular club dinners. 

(l-r, t-b) Benjy Smarr, Alex Tarr, Scott Strand, Jack Monahan, Alex 
Thaler, Roaa Al-Heeti, Crystal Yates-White, Claire Wegel, Beatrice 
Burton, Duane Linton, Daniel Weissman, Kendall Chuang, Sam 
Schnuer, Marc Alexander, Michaela Tarr, Andy Mitas, Errol Packard. 

UMEC 

Uni Multi-Ethnic Club met every Friday this year. The club had 
lots of presentations and discussions during the school year that 
reflected student interests, such as a presentation on Greece and 
a discussion on the events in Kosova. UMEC also had its annual 
Cultural Fair in April, which was a definite success. 

(l-r, t-b)Alex Thaler, Zeynab Moradi, Crystal Yates-White, SamSchnuer, 
Alex Tarr, Celeste LeCompte (pres), Tali Weinberg, Oksana 
Maksymchuk, Adele Suslick (sponsor), Errol Packard, Michaela Tarr, 
Roaa Al-Heeti (pres). 
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Spectrum 

Spectrum, the Gay-Straight Alliance Club, got off to a wonder
ful first year. Sponsored by Ms. Linder and Mr. Bild, & founded 
by Melinda Taub and Virginia McCreary, they met on Monday 
to discuss and better inform the community on popular gay
straight issues. They also interacted with other local group con
cerned about gay-straight relations. 

(l-r, t-b) Tobias Levin, Nick Sansone, Tera Levin, Kyle Barkmeier, 
Emelia Garvey, Ligia DeRose, Melinda Taub. Not Pictured: Liese/ 
Hess, Virginia McCreary. 

Music Club 

Music Club had a very eventful year, having finally raised the 
money to buy a beautiful new grand piano. Sponsored by Mr. 
Murphy and led by co-presidents Jimmy Prell & Chris Otto, they 
continued to peform delightful recitals for the students during 
lunch. In addition, they had a few formal recitals in the evening, 
& raised money to go on a future trip to Chicago or St. Louis. 

(l-r, t-b) Mr. Murphy, Jimmy Prell, Andrew McNabb (co-vp), David 
Sims ( co-vp ), David Kaplan, Laura Book, Emily Bruce, Michael Green, 
Liesel Hess, Diane Plewa, Steven Bruce. 
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Art Club 

Art Club met regularly on Wednesday to make art, and · 
different art forms and future projects. They continued their 
dition of pumpkin decorating before the Halloween dance, 
also started plans to create murals on the third and fourth fl 
for the music and drama department . 

(l-r, t-b) Ms.Evans (sponsor), Anna Shanks, Carol Baym (vp), Joanna 
Cranston, Shawn Simpson, Martin Ceperley, lie Wang, Emily Climer, 
Oksana Maksymchuk (co-pres), Virginia McCreary (co-pres), Robe 
Monahan, Rivkah Cooke, Kyle Barkmeier, John Croissant. 

Outdoors Club 

In its second year, Outdoors Club, which was sponsored by Mr. 
Bergandine, met on Thur days during lunch to enjoy the beauty 
of nature and plan for future trips, including a canoe trip to Sugar 
Creek. These trips were quite successful last year, and were 
once again open to everyone. 

(l-r, t-b) Julianne Kuck, Virginia McCreary (pres), Emily Wisseman, 
Doug Main, Kim Ly, Martin Ceperley, Jennifer Chen, Mr. Bergandine 
(spon). 



SFAC 

Student Faculty Advisory Committee met on Thursdays to dis
cuss issues pertaining to both students and teachers. Led by 
Mrs. Morford and represented by Sarah Norcross (Sub), Matt 
Sutton (Fr), Eric LeSueur (Soph), Masha Gelfand (Jr), & David 
Yang (Sr), SFAC organized Happy Thursdays, dealt with the 
food cart and elevator issues, and helped decide winner of the 
Makino awards. 

(l-r, t-b) Sarah Norcross, Mr. Butler, Masha Gelfand, Mrs. Evans, Andy 
Mitas, Mrs. Morford, Eric LeSueur, Mrs. Morris. 

WA<> 
This year World Affairs Organization, formerly JSA, met on 
Mondays and changed their name to better reflect their focus on 
worldwide current events. Sponsored by Mrs. Suslick, they also 
continued holding Thought Talks & Impromptu Speeches to dis
cuss popular global topics. 

(l-r, t-b) Claire Wegel, Andy Mitas, Chaeta Tarr, Scott Strand, Roaa 
Al-Heeti, Tali Weinberg (pres), Alex Tarr (vp), Errol Packard (sec/ 
tres), Zeynab Moradi. Not Pictured: Ariel Zodhiates, Vilas Dhar. 

Unique 

Unique had a great year, led by co-editors Celeste LeCompte 
and Jimmy Prell, and assistant editors Liesel Hess and Emelia 
Garvey. Sponsored by English teacher Suzanne Linder, Unique, 
Uni High's literary magazine, published another book of student 
art and writing, and tried to increase the diversity of writers who 
were published in it. 

(l-r, t-b) Kendall Chaung, Max Schnuer, Chris Otto, Ruth Miller, Emelia 
Garvey, Doug Main, Tobias Levin, Liese/ Hess, Jimmy Prell, Ms. Linder, 
Diane Plewa, Melissa Wei. Not Pictured: Celeste LeCompte. 

Agora Conunittee 

Once again the small group of dedicated students in Agora Com
mittee, which was headed by faithful English teacher Mrs. 
Laughlin, organized another fun week of Agora Days classes. 
Thanks to them, Agora Days, which were held in February in
stead of March for the first time in many years was a success. 

(l-r, t-b) Marc Alexander, Alex Thaler, Laila Saied, Elliot Ramos, Meera 
Sekar, Andy Mitas, Duane Linton, Benji Smarr, Mrs. Laughlin. 
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Chess Club 

Led by faculty ponsor M . Wells, members of Che s Club met 
every Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday to challenge each other 
with their amazing chess skills. They even occasionally partici
pated in chess competitions held around the state. Fanzi Mao 
adds, "It's a lot of fun!" 

(l-r, t-b) Ms. Wells (sponsor), Carl Broadbent, Eithan Ritz (pres), Ty 
Esler, Kendall Chuang (sec), David Kaplan, Michelle Feltes, Anna Chen, 
Fanzi Mao (treas), Daniel Moser, Tobin Bettivia, Judy Liu (vp). 

Thespians 

This year, Thespian Troupe 5152, led by President Beth Slattery, 
worked hard to make this year's productions a success. The 
club also attended Theatrefest and were represented at Talent, a 
get-together for local thespian groups. They met every Tuesday 
to di cuss acting and theater events. 

(1-r, t-b) Tali Weinberg, Marc Alexander, Emily Richardson, Oksana 
Maksymchuk, Nick Sansone, Errol Packard, Sam Schnuer, Virginia 

Interact for a Better World 

I4BW, one of Uni' mo t well-known and largest clubs, wa 
once again very active thi year in the Champaign-Urbana com
munity. They were diligent volunteer throughout the year. 

(l-r,t-b)NkXSan<n1e,BethSiattery,Bet.syBrrxlen,MaxSchnuer,Ncl.Smith,NidcPelqfas,Katie 
Smith, Ms. Majetus, Catherine Wah, Pri)u Mamd, Ms. ~ (.sp.) AllN.n Bed<, Niaia 
Bunid<,liilaAgk:J,Ty«TTMG.'O!',Crystalo/fl, VermimZ)dl,SarohNorr:ras;s,P~ 
Ms. Waifel,l?a::hdWalsh,A1emrdmZalhiateFmily~Bed<, Oarol:xdleDeVries, 
FJaine Wah, Helen Burgess, MelirW Taub, Me/a I..alise Nomrm, Kate Causemln, Bomie 
Tre1-10rgy, Suroi.)nRashid, Uicy Rose, I.awuEckstein. (Notpicturro: Meredith Main) 

. TAC 

This year, TAC worked with the Turki h Student Association to 
raise $1040.90 for the victims of the earthquake in Turkey on 
August 17, 1999. They al o held the econd annual Halloween 
Costume Contest, ponsored an AIDS Awareness Week, and 
treated tressed-out Uni tudents to a Stre s Relief Day. They 
also had various awarenes months, such as sexual assault, Afri
can American History, and a dinner for the Refugee Center. 

McCreary, Ms. Ridenour (span), Noah Zych, Colin Kennedy, Matt (1-r, t-b) Vilas Dhar, Matt Sutton, Meera Sekar, Ryan Cekander, Laila 
Harrington, Nick Pelafas, Jack Monahan, Crystal Zych, Beth Slattery. Saied, Molly Goldwasser, Ginny Tucker, Gillian Bregman, Becca Tabb. 
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Subbie Buddies 

Subbie Buddie helped make the transition for subbie and trans
fer students to Uni a little ea ier. They organized uch activities as 
the Subbie Retreat to Lake of the Wood , where they played silly 
games. They also led ad vi ory groups that met with new students. 

(l-r, t-b) Doug Mynatt, Mrs. Laughlin, Dr. Hedeman, Ms. Morford, Michelle 
Byme, David Sims, Emily Bruce, Ms. Evans, Ms. Morris, Ashwin Kumar, Errol 
Packard, Melissa Hines, Rebekah Kunke~ Nick Sansone, Eric LeSueur, Sangita 
Sudharshan, Molly Goldwasser, SuraiyaRashid, Jacob Hertzog, Anu Paruchuri, 
Janaki Pate~ Ayesha Choudhury, LeilaAgha, Ms. Wysocki. 

Cooking Club 

Cooking Club met poradically to cook in the Uni kitchen. Al
though he wasn't the spon or of the club, chef extraordinaire 
Mr. Garvey taught helpful cooking hints and techniques. Some 
of the food that cooking club prepared wa Jewish cuisine, pasta, 
and they even had a chocolate day! 

(l-r, t-b) Mr. Garvey (spon), Chaela Tarr, Carol Baym, Scott Strand, 
Alex Tarr. 

Lounge Committee 

Lounge Committee, sponsored by Mr. Butler, worked hard this 
year to keep the Lounge "clean." Led by Sara Medendorp, this 
committee made routine checks of the Lounge and encouraged 
other students to clean up after themselves. They also purchased 
furniture for the Lounge and updated the Lounge chalkboard. 
Their major project was to purchase shades for the Lounge. 

(1-r, t-b) Laila Saied, Sara Medendorp, Matt Woodbury, Meera Sekar, 
Sam Schnuer, Jack Monahan. 

Stereo Committee 

Stereo Committee, sponsored by Mr. Butler, was in charge of 
setting up the stereo for dances and assemblies. They also helped 
to organize and DJ the music for some dances and made sure 
everything ran smoothly. Stereo Committee Chairman Duane 
Linton commented, "It's a lot of hard work, but it's fun." 

(1-r, t-b) Alex Thaler, Duane Linton (chairman), Matt Woodbury, Marc 
Alexander, John Zech, Noah Zych. 
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Science and Engineering Club is an attempt to bring Uni stu
dents to more scientific contests with funding and group support 
behind them. Its members participated in events like WYSE 
Design Contest and EOH Rube Goldberg. They met every Mon
day to exchange ideas, plan for contests, and to have as many 
pizza parties as possible! 

(l-r, t-b) Ms. Castellon, Julianne Kuck, Matt Woodbury, David Yang, 
Guy Bresler, Kendall Chuang, Molly Lewis, Ligia DeRose, Emily Bruce, 
Melissa Wei, Alex Thaler, Noah Zych, Vilas Dhar, Maayan Bresler, 
Leila Agha, John Zech, Kim Ly, Jennifer Chen. 

LIFE 

This student-run group met one night a week to hang out and dis
cuss the Bible, listen to music and watch movies. They shared ex
periences and addressed questions such as, "How do we live?" and 
"What do we believe?" They got together with other CU high 
schools once a month to hear guest speakers, play games and meet 
other youths. 

(l-r, t-b) Ian Orland, Evan Cording, Matthew Schiel, Bryan Lung, Ty 
Esler, Allison Beck, Joanna Cranston, Andreana Lau, Sara Medendorp, 
Rebecca Tabb, Jaoey Esler, Kathryn Peisker, Jenn Iversen, Meredith 
Main, Betsy Br(1.den, Jacklyn Rawles. 
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• sian-An1crican Club 

Asian American club started up again this year with a re
newed vigor towards their new agenda, meeting every Fri
day to discuss Asian American issues, watch movies or just 
to talk. They also set their sights on a trip to Chicago and 
building synergistic relationships with other local Asian-ori
ented groups. 

(l-r, t-b) Eric Chang, Anna Chen, ldila Saied, Me era Sekar, Bryan 
Lung, Fanzi Mao, David Yang, Vilas Dhar, Anu Paruchuri, Ayesha 
Choudhury, Janeki Patel, Jennifer Chen. 

Football Club 

Football Club had a strong season under senior leaders, endur
ing the loss of great Uni alum Hormozd Gahvari (Class of '99). 
Its members had a great time, and spread an American tradition. 

(l-r, t-b) David Marshak, Bill Sutton, Derek Iversen, John Murdoch, 
Ryan Cekander, Justin Lehmann, Daniel Grinols, Tyson Masar, Elliot 
Ramos, Joe Ciolli, David Slichter, Adam Ragheb, Anu Paruchuri, ¥att 
Sutton, Sebastian Wraight, Andrew Ito, Dave Thomas, Andy Mitas, 
Daniel Atherton. 



Dance Tcan1 

The all-female Dance Team gained several new members this 
year, and worked very hard to put together new routines and 
sty lin' dance moves. Dean Davis-Smith sponsored the club, and 
was very popular with the members. Their hopes for next year 
are to begin club activities earlier in the year. Until then, "Shake 
your groove thang!" -Maria Zych and Traci Ito 

(l-r, t-b) Maria Zych, Matt Harrington, Marc Alexander, Traci Ito, Ilina 
Kuriashkina, Crystal Zych, Abby Beck, Jacklyn Rawles, Connie 
Wauthier. 

!\;lath Tcarn 

Math Team met during lunch to solve math problems that would 
1. make Einstein tremble in fear. Math homework just wasn't 
t. enough for these brave soldiers, no no! They ate polynomials 
1, for breakfast and conquered the most fearsome of multi-vari
Jt able word problems. These are no ordinary students--they're 
tt math superheroes. Fight on, brave soldiers--fight on. 

s, (l-r, t-b) Mr. Bild, Steven Bruce, Shang Liang-lang, Julie Shen, Mukta 
Vaidya, Tobin Bettivia, Nick Berube, Jack Lieberson, Greg Colombo, 
Daniel Hadin, Jef!Triet Vuong, John Li. 

HISS 

Historical Simulation Society met three times a week to play 
historical simulation games (such as Waters of Babylon, Lord 
and Merchant, and Age of Kings) and watch historical movies 
(e.g., Cromwell and Godzilla). "It was a great way to learn about 
socioeconomics in world history," said Jason Boyd. 

(1-r, t-b) Alex Thaler, John Zech, Doug Main, Erik Wright, Zhubin 
Gavhari, Kelly Digges, Jason Boyd, Alex Mitchell, Tobin Bettivia, 
Jonathan Climer (Sec), Sebastian Wraight, Costi Yannelis, Daniel 
Moser, Justin Lee, Eithan Chew, Paul Kory, Duane Linton (Dicta
tor). 

PCCs 

The Peer College Counselor (PCC) program is a peer advising 
program sponsored by the Student Services Office and super
vised by the Director of College Counseling, Lisa Micele. This 
program seeks to develop talents of selected students while al
lowing them to serve the school and their peers with college 
admissions. 

(l-r, t-b) A vital Weinberg, David Yang, Ariel Zodhiates, Lisa Micele, 
Meredith Main, Crystal Yates- White, Sara Medendorp. 
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()rchestra 

(l-r, t-b) Peter Fahrner, Joe Ciolli, Tyson Masar, Mike Enloe, Doug Main, Kate Murphy, Matt Schiel, Stephen Bruce, Rio Nishimura, Tianyu Qi, 
Michael Green, Erik Wright, Chris Beitel, Drew Coverdill, Justin Lehmann, John Flynn, Suraiya Rashid, Traci Ito, Andrea Goodall, Katie Smith, 
Marc Alexander, Andrew McNabb, David Sims, Benjamin Olsen, Guy Bresler, David Grayson, Jonathan Climer, Emily Bruce, Laura Book, 
Sarah Walczewski, Betsy Braden, Jocelyn Ross, Stephanie Crofts, Bo Li, David Slichter, Naresh Jegadeesh, Frances Sun, Costi Yannelis, Zachary 
Dorman-lones, John Sapp, Andreana Lau, Ashwin Kumar, Melissa Hines, Carol Baym, Laila Saied, Yi Ding, Terrence Crofts, John Li, Albert 
Park, Kate Peisker, Emily Buss, Pamela Machala, Meera Patel, Michael Socie, Gerry Shih, Valerie Ross, Lauren Chin, Chris Otto, Teresa Sonka, 
Emily Climer, Hannah Imlay, David Kaplan, Catherine Wah, Emily Walsh, Elaine Wah, Jack Leibersohn, Sara Norcross, Patricia Mathy, 
Hannah Burgess, Anna Shanks, Diane Plewa, Ruth Miller, Yong-Bee Lim, Carl Broadbent. 

Jazz Band I 

(l-r, t-b) Anna Shanks, Peter Fahrner, Alex Thaler, Mike Enloe, Marc 
Alexander, Jacob Hertzog, Elliot Ramos, Ben Sapp, Colin Kennedy, 
Derek Iversen, Noah Zych, Gabe Mathy, Errol Packard, Tyson Masar, 
A yo Adesida, Sean Morales-Dayle. 
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Jazz Band II 

(l-r, t-b) Michael Green, Max Schnuer, Michael Socie, Andrew Coverdill, 
Alexander Thaler, Colin Kennedy, Eli Otto Shenk, Ethan Chew, Andreas 
Black, Justin Lehmann, David Grayson, Christopher Beitel, Anna 
Shanks, Sara Walczewski, Sebastian Wraight, Pamela Machala. 



Chorus 

(1-r, t-b) Julianne Kuck, Jennifer Chen, Andrew McNabb, Karen Hughes, David Sims, Carl Broadbent, Balint Bognar, Tyson Masar, David 
Jacobson, Elliot Ramos, Nick Pelafas, Mike Enloe, Andrew Coverdill, Shang Jiang, Tera Levin, Max Schnuer, Benjy Smarr, Tobin Bettivia, Sam 
Schnuer, Bryan Lung, Marc Alexander, Toby Levin, Emilia Garvey, Laura Book, Emily Bruce, John Croisant, Rivkah Cooke, Anne Murdoch, 
Jennifer Bartlett, Anita Chary, Katherine Wah, Emily Wisseman, Claire Wegel, Beatrice Burton, Roxanne Chow, Leslie Van Buren, Frances Sun, 
Connie Wauthier, Natalie Gael, Ilina Kuriashkina, Melissa Hines, Nafisah Sheikh, Sara Walczewski, Kelly Schwenk, Madeline Sylvia, Erin 
Bazar, Hannah Burgess, Clarabelle De Vries, Elaine Wah, Wendy Jones, Leila Agha, Stephanie Crofts, Julie Shen, Mukta Vaidya, Hannah Imlay, 
Teresa Sonka, Kate Murphy, Sara Medendorp, Andrea Goodall, Anna Chen, Judy Liu, Kristie Emilsson, Nick Sansone, Stephen Bruce, Michael 
Green, David Love, Bob Monahan, Jack Monahan, Beth Slattery, Meredith Main, Gillian Bregman, Laila Saied, Emily Richardson, Yang-Bee 
Lim, Alisa Modica, Mela Lousie Norman, Dan Plack, Yi Ding, Priya lyer, lacey Esler. 

Madrigals 

{1-r, t-b) Andrew McNabb, David Sims, Beth Slattery, Elliot Ramos, Bryan Lung, Jennifer Chen, Kristin Emilsson, Yang-Bee Lim, Michael Enloe, 
Evan Cording, Andrea Goodall, Marc Alexander, Kate Murphy, Sara Medendorp, Meredith Main, Betsy Braden, Crystal Yates-White, Emily 
Richardson. 
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Botany Club 

This year's Botany Club started the year off with great ambitions. 
Their goals included going on a trip to a prairie burn, watching 
different kinds of plants grow, and experimenting with plants in 
an attempt to find their best growing conditions. They also plan 
on growing a vine up the Uni staircase. The club meets every 
Thursday in room 302. 

(l-r, t-b) Alexandra Zodhiates, Doug Main (pres), Gillian Bregman, 
Ms.Morris (spon), Max Schnuer, Meera Sekar, Laila Saied, Chris Beitel. 

Racquet Club 

This first year club was led by subbies and faculty sponsor Mr. 
Bergandine. Racquet Club did not have a regular schedule but 
instead met on a variety of different days. The club played all 
sorts of sports with cohorts in shorts on racquet courts including 
tennis, ping-pong, pickle ball and racquet ball. 

(l-r) Terrence Crofts, Jack Liebersohn, John Li. 
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Photography 

Photography Club is a new addition to Uni this year. This club ' 
taught students how to take good pictures as well as how to i 

handle a camera. Trips thi club took included visiting parks, 1 
going to museum and even a zoo.The club also made use of ' 
the mysterious dark room on the third floor. Overall the club 
was fun and very educational! 

(l-r, t-b) Martin Ceperley (pres), Duane Linton (pres), Ms. Evans, OksaiUJ 
Maksymchuk, Anu Paruchuri, Chris Beitel, Emily Climer, Roaa Al-Heeti. 

Anin1e Club 

This year's Anime Club was the best ever. Along with con
tinuing its tradition of watching Anime television shows and 
movies, the club members learned to draw Japanese anima
tion. The club's membership improved significantly this year 
and they expanded their interests throughout the realm of anime. 

(l-r, t-b) Yong-Bee Lim, AlisaModica, Alex Thaler, Ben Olsen, Alex 
Mitchell , Vilas Dhar, Eric Wright, Andreana Lau, Charles Melby
Thompson, Kyle Barkmeier, Liesel Hess, Hiroko Ito ( spon), Shawn 
Simpson, Sam Schnuer, Ethan Chew, Justin Lee. 



Student Council 

Thi year's Student Council wa wonderful, a u ual. Led by executive president Cele te LeCompte, vice president Bryan Lung 
and ecretary/treasurer Meli sa Wei, this year's Stud. Co. worked hard to improve Uni and its image. The organization did service 
projects such as bell ringing for the Salvation Army at Christmas, helping with Illinoi Radio Reader Books for the Blind, the usual 
clas project and other community activities. Student Council also bought Uni a video message board and organized class scaven
ger hunts to wrap up Spirit Week. The issue of changing the Uni mascot was also addressed by this year's Student Council. 

Subfreshmen: (l-r) Patricia Mathy (sec/ 
tres), Sasha Steinberg (pres), Stevie Schein 
(vp). 

Freshmen: (l-r) Hannah McConnaughay 
(vp), Dan Hill (pres), Sangita Sudharshan 
( sec/tres ). 

Sophomores: (l-r) Melissa Hines (sec/tres), 
John Zech (pres), Noah Zych (vp). 

: Juniors: (l-r) Rachel Walsh (vp), Eithan 
· Ritz (pres), Benjamin Leff ( sec/tres ). 
t 

Seniors: (l-r) Meredith Main (vp) Nick 
Pelafas (pres), Betsy Braden (sec/tres). 

Executives: (l-r) David Yang, Beth 
Slattery, Celeste LeCompte, Bryan Lung, 
Melissa Wei. 
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This summer four students (Katie Sutton, Beatrice Bur
ton, Nick Pelafas and Becca Tabb) spent three weeks of 
June in Spain, chaperoned by Robin Ragan and Toni 
Prado. Jenny, thenieceofafriendofRobin's, also stayed 
with the group. The students stayed with host families 
in Barcelona and Vilassar de Dalt (Toni's hometown), 
and in hostels in Granada and Madrid. The highlights 
were the last night in Vilassar, the discos and night life, 
Katie dancing flamenco, the Alhambra and breaking into 
an attic of a castle in Segovia. Overall, the small group 
grew very close and an awesome time was had by all. 

(l-r, t-b) Katie, Becca, Nick, Be a and la 
familia elephante! I!; The group cheeses 
on the top of the hills of Montserrat; THE 
ATTIC in Segovia; The girls smile, 
unaware that Be a will soon fall into the 
beautiful seas ofT ossa de Mar; Fondue
fondue, it 's fun for me and you! I 
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La vie en· France 
For three weeks in June, 13 students lived the high 
life in France. Each participant got the chance to ex
perience French culture on a first hand basis by stay
ing with a host family for one and a half weeks. The 
group, chaperoned by Mme. Lopez and Mr. Garvey, 
then embarked on a one and a half week excursion in 
which they traveled all around France, from the Medi
terranean Sea all the way up to Paris. "My language 
skills really improved, as I now know how to buy a 
pair of shoes in French!" said senior Ariel Zodhiates, 
"I also had a lot of fun exploring new places, both 
with my host family and with the group from school." 

(l-r, t-b) Lalia, Tara, and Ariel try and 
woo a French heartthrob; Most of the 
group enjoys a lunch in a courtyard in 
Carcassonne; Lalia admires a human 
statue in Avignon; Storytelling in Phil 's 
room of the the hostel; Jennifer and her 
host sister Marie enjoy ice cream at an 
outdoor cafe. 
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England 
Madrigals made their latest tour through England last summer. The voices of Christine 
Manganaro, Daniel Grossman, Katie Geeseman, Dan Finnerty, Sara Medendorp, David 
Sims, Philippa Soskin, Crystal Yates-White, Beth Slattery, Emily Richardson, Reed Mar
tin, Evan Cording, Nate Mathews, Jennifer Chen, Andrew McNabb, Matt Croisant, and 
David Smyth were heard from Trafalgar Square to Canterbury Cathedral. They saw the 
Trouping of the Colours at Buckingham Palace. In most places they were welcomed, 
except at Herrods, the highly cultured English department store. They were taught the 
meaning of "No tuxedo, no admittance." Those that did get in had to pay to go to the 
bathroom. Overall, a jolly good time was had by all! 

(l-r, t-b) Overlooking Edinboro ugh; The madrigals dabble their toes outside of Shakespeare's 
birthplace; Aren't Jennifer and Reed cute ? The group stands together beneath the columns of 
the National Gallery; Katie, Philippa, and Beth enjoy the sites of London from the top of a 
double-decker while Mr. Murphy shows us just how much he wished he had skipped lunch; 
Mr. Murphy stops to smell the roses at the garden of Stratford-Upon Avon. 
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Greece 
Last summer Mr. Zodhiates led a crew ofUni students on an epic adventure through Greece. 
Mr. Z, Mr. Band hi son, Erik Wright, Amanda Ochs, Kendall Chuang, Masha Gelfand, 
Matt Woodbury Chri tine Manganaro, Nick Sansone, Alexandra Zodhiates, and Charles 
Melby-Thompson visited Crete, Athens, Sparta, the Oracle of Delphi, and even saw the box 
that contained the heart of the founder of the first modem Olympics. The beautiful Greek 
countryside harbored Venetian fortresses, temples, ruins, monasteries, and theaters. There 
wasn' t a beach they encountered that they didn' t swim in. Greek restaurants also stuffed 
them with a feast of foods such as Greek pizzas, souflaki, stuffed veggies, gyros, and frappies 
(iced coffee). "I really enjoyed staying in the small villages of Greece. Mr. Zodhiates 
gave us a lot of freedom. At night we could explore the town on our own in small groups," 
aid Nick San one. 

(1-r, t-b) Amanda has conquered the 
mountain; Everyone enjoys a romantic 
balcony meal; Alexandra looks as if 
she 's having the time of her Life; Don 't 
you just love Mr. Z 's beanie?; The 
group stands with the sea behind and 
Greece before them; Matt and Masha 
perform Oedipus Rex. 
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Subfreshmen Sports 
Subfreshmen Girls' Basketball 
This year the subfreshmen girls ' 
basketball team was once again filled 
with many novice players. Although 
they only won two games, Julie Shen 
explained their losses, saying "we had 
only three months of togetherness, 
whereas other teams have played 
together since 5th grade." But because 
of the coaching of C.C. Nance, and the 
girls' hard work and practice, the subbie 
girls' basketball team improved greatly 
throughout their season, and "towards 
the end we played really well," said 
Natalie Prochaska, a member of the 
girls' team. 

Subfreshmen Boys' Basketball 
The subfreshmen boys' basketball team 
was coached by Uni High music teacher 
Rick Murphy again this year. They also 
had lots of fun, especially with Mr. 
Murphy who, as Michael Socie said, 
"jokes around a lot." They met and 
practiced several times a week at U ni 
Gym, where they also held their games. 
Andy Seth was their star player, whom 
Michael Socie said was "the best by 
far." Although they didn't have the best 
season, partly because of a lack of 
experience in competitive basketball, 
they improved greatly, and look forward 
to playing more basketball next year. 

Subfreshmen Cross Country 
Once again, the subfreshmen cross 
country team was filled with 
dedicated boys and girls with a 
passion for running. Officially 
competing as a group, they went to a 
total of six meets, and awards were 
also given to successful individuals 
on the team, including Hannah Imlay, 
who made state. Under the stellar 
coaching of Doug Mynatt, the team 
improved tremendously and had lots 
of fun at the same time. "I liked 
running the most, especially because 
we were young and didn't have to do 
as much of it," said Michael Green. 
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(l-r, t-b) Sarah Norcross, Catherine Wah, Wendy Jones, Emily Walsh, Kate Peisker, 
Mela Louise Norman, Valerie Ross, Hannah Imlay, Natalie Prochaska, Julie Shen, 
Priya Iyer, Ann Murdoch, Elaine Wah. 

(l-r, t-b) Rick Murphy, David Stolarsky, Eli Otto, Stephen Bruce, Gerry Shih, Max 
Schnuer, Rio Nishimura, Tianyu Qi, John Li, Terrance Crofts, Chris Beital, Skye 
Isard, Andy Seth, John Sapp, Michael Socie, Gregory Colombo. 

(l-r, t-b) Mark Savignac, Katerina Polychronopoulos, Natalie Prochaska, Michael 
Green, Hannah Imlay, Teresa Sonka, Emily Climer, Kimberly Wentling. 



This year's JV Volleyball 
team was lead by co-cap
tains Carol Baym and 
Gillian Bregman, 
coached by Rebecca 
Murphy, and was boosted 
by the addition of many 
newcomers. "Out of the 
17 players this year, 13 
were rookies, who im
proved greatly through
out the season. We really 
had a lot of fun this year 
and everybody got expe
rience, which will make 
a wonderful base for next 
year," said Carol Baym. 

(l-r, t-b) Michelle uses the 
force in her serve; the JV 
team stretches; Natalie is 
ready for action; Grr! 
Gillian and Carol are coming 
to get you; Allison makes a 
little adjustement before 
crushing her opponents; the 
JV team says "hi" and invites 
you to their future games; 
Gillian bumps the ball like a 
pro; the team anxiously 
awaits Madeline's next move. 
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This year' s Varsity Vol
leyball team was well
balanced as far as age, 
with three sophomores, 
two juniors, and three 
seniors. They played 
every game with energy 
and a positive attitude, 
and improved greatly 
over the course of the 
season. U ni defeated 
Danville Baptist and up
set conference foe Blue 
Ridge infront of a wild Uni 
crowd. Sara Medendorp set the 
school record for blocks in a sea
son and couldn't have done it 
without the rest of the team. "I 
wish we had more wins, but it 
was still a great season," said 
Andrea Goodall. "It was really 
fun when we played well to
gether." The team challenged 
every team they played, and 
worked hard all year. "Attitude
wise, this was the best team I've 
seen," commented Kate Murphy. 

(l-r, t-b) With the 
Senior Nigh signs 
hang in the 
background , 
Ginny shows 
Kate just how to 
do the perfect set; 
Susan tries to 
knock the white 
off of the ball; 
Bea stands by as 
Andrea returns 
the ball. 
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(l-r, t-b) Sara goes 
up for the kill; The 
Fearsome 
Foursome :Ginny, 
Andrea, Sana z, 
and Kate guard 
their respective 
territories; Kate 
backsets the ball 
for Andrea to 
spike; Sara and 
Sanaz hug after a 
game; Andrea uses 
her enormous 
hops to spike the 
ball 
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The Uni Girls' Cross Country 
team had another record season! 
They managed to place them
selves quite high in the ranks of 
top cross country teams, placing 
second at regionals, third at 
Sectionals and an amazing 1Oth 
out of 20 teams at State. Along 
with kicking major butt, they also 
found time to build team unity by 
having fun pasta dinners, spitting 
on people from bridges and jump
ing in elevators. Though the team 
was constantly battered by many 
strange injuries, they still man
aged to push through the season 
with firm resolve. Said captain 
Ariel Zodhiates, "We rock!" 

(l-r, t-b ): Ruthless Ruth passes yet 
another runner; Melissa pushes herself 
past the limit; Becca makes running look 
easy; Shawn, Joanna, and Ruth smile 
when they hear the race results. 
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(l-r, t-b) The Twelve Dancing Princesses 
strut their stuff; Ryoko sprints hard at the 
finish; Do not let Shawn deceive you, for 
underneath that calm front lies the 
burning drive of a tough cross country 
runner; Joanna gives it her all--and wins 
the race; The big bad seniors Ariel, 
Melissa, and Becca relive their childhood 
fantasies; The team is all smiles the night 
before State; We caught the team at 
Bagelman 's while supposedly out on a 
morning run. 
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The Boys' Cross Country team had 
an exciting season, led by this 
year's new number one runner,jun
ior Galen Reeves. He was backed 
by notable varsity members Daniel 
Slichter, Michael Verner, Erik 
Wright, and Charles Terry, among 
others. The team started off with 
slim hopes after losing several run
ners from last season. "This year the 
underclassmen stepped up, helping 
boost the team towards a success
ful season," said Bryan Lung. Un
fortunately, they missed out on the 
state finals by only three points, fin
ishing 6th place in sectionals, a re
peat of last year's finish. Next year 
the boys hope to end the two-year 
streak and advance to state. Cap
tains were seniors Bryan Lung and 
Charles Terry, who offered advice, 
encouragement, and helped orga
nize get-togethers outside of prac
tice. One of the highlights from the 
year was a scavenger hunt, where 
the team split into groups and ran 
all over campus trying to collect 
different items. Other team bond
ing experiences were the dinner at 
Olive Garden and bonfire at 
Meadowbrook Park. 

(l-r, t-b) Jonathon can touch his toes; All 
the guys anticipate the start of the race; 
Ashwin, Will, and Ethan: cross-country 
studs. 
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(l-r, t-b) Matt Woodbury, Adam Ragheb, Bryan Lung, David Yang, Galen Reeves, 
Wright, Charles Terry, Daniel Slichter, Michael Verner, Guy Bresler, Eric 
Jonathon Climer, Zhubin Gahvari, Jacob Hertzog, Will Griscom, Ethan Chew, 
Cording. Not Pictured: Ashwin Kumar. 



(l-r, t-b) Zhubin, Guy, Dan, and Eric 
practice their packing skills; Zhubin and 
David Yang watch Guy Bresler fall 
asleep; Galen impresses everyone with 
his flexibility; Dan starts kicking it in; 
Charles leaves everyone in the dust; Erik, 
Charles, Zhubin, Jacob, and David play 
duck duck goose before the race. 
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(1-r, t-b) Coach Terry Masar, Alex Tarr, Ben Sapp, David Marshak, Gabe Mathy, Ian Orland, Noah Isserman, Tyson Masar, Balint Bognar, 
Scott Strand, Nick Smith, Tim Miller, Jason Boyd, Nick Pelafas, Matt Schiel, Matt Sutton, Joe Ciolli, Noah Zych, Jonathan Weissman, 
Slichter, Peter Fahrner, Nick Lowry, Errol Packard, Ben Leff, Toby Levin, Sean Morales-Doyle, Tal Kitron, Daniel Grinols, Carl Hro:adben~ 
Varun Chalivendra, Coach Bill DeJarnett. Not pictured: Coaches John Sholar, Charlie Smyth. 

I,Right: Sean wonders what he's doing. Ben, 
Ian, and Matt are fascinated with the ball. 
Wick hides behind Alex. Tyson and Joe play 
telephone and Balint has a staring contest 
with his cup, qll in one picture. 
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This year, Uni High Soccer had a season for the record books. V 
finished with a 12-5 record, and JV went 4-2-4, two of the best records 
Uni High history, for the respective teams. Led by soccer supe 
Tyson Masar and co-captains Ben Leff and Scott Strand, the team c 
sistently upset "better teams", broke scoring records, and shut out op 
nents. Tyson Masar set the Uni High records for most goals scored· 
career and in a single game, while Nick Pelafas set the record for m 
shutouts in a season. In the words of Coach Terry Masar, "Along wi 
Tyson and Nick's superior play, this team's success was due to the tal 
and attitude of the entire team." With solid play across the field, the te 
made this a season to remember. Highlights included an upset ofDanvi 
Schlarman, two hard fought Urbana games, OVERestimating, Ian's c 
ative goalie defense, the beep test, supersets, and tons of newspaper 
ticles. 



(l-r, t-b) See A yo run. Run, 
Ayo, run; Weissman tries to 
seduce the opponent; Scott 
and Balint push the ball out 
of their territory; Alex tries to 
escape the opponent as Joe 
and Ian run to help; Tyson 
contemplates the deep 
mysteries of his leg; Toby 
meditates, Tal studies, and 
Varun levitates a ball; Nick 
in his wife-beater; Matt's 
going to fly to Disneyland!; 
Sean gets stretching tips from 
Coach Jake; Noah shows his 
skills. 
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This year boasted the largest girls' 
swim team that Uni has had in years. 
Uni alum Chandra Linton (Class of 
'97) returned to coach the team, with 
her mother assisting for the second 
year in a row. The team came up with 
their new mascot, Grommet the 
Gecko, and produced customized 
shirts bearing the logo. Many dedi
cated fans came to cheer on the team 
at most of the meets, and a large con
tingent of Uni students crowded the 
deck during the final home meet. The 
girls met to practice every morning 
before the proverbial rooster crowed, 
when most of us were still snoring 
away. The team had lots of fun, host
ing dinners, sleepovers, banquets, 
brunches, and many other events out
side of actual swimming. 

(l-r, t-b): Melissa Hines, Kathryn Faith, Betsy Braden, Crystal Yates-White, Chandra Linton, 
Oksana Maksymchuk, Chaela Tarr, Abby Beck, Frances Sun, Jocelyn Ross, Katie Smith, Emilia 
Garvey, Nafisah Sheikh, Hannah McConnaughay, Kate Causeman, Anna Abrams, Jennace 
Linton, Stephanie Crofts, Jenn Iversen, Jacklyn Rawles. 

(l-r, t-b ): Stephanie, Chaela, and Betsy 
hang out by the pool; Kathryn breaks 
lots of records; this view brought to you 
moments after the photographer 
(Duane)fell into the pool during a race; 
Betsy hugs Kathryn after the last home 
meet; Katie Smith, professional 
l,freestyler; Frances "Thingamabobby" 
Sun swims her hardest. 
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(l-r, t-b) Chandra lectures the team; this picture brought to you by 
DivingBoardCam; the diligent parent timers!; Mr. Colwell reads the 
WaterSki magazine he swiped from Duane; the seniors at their last meet; 
it's a family affair; messing with goggles before the race; Chaela and 
Jenn hug Claire after pushing her in the pool, Ayako and Anna ignore 
the camera, but Frances is just too curious; Chandra gives another 
lecture; Dive! DIVE!; Jenn and her famous freestyle. 
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It was a good year for Boys' N Bas
ketball--this year's seven wins have 
been the most for theN squad in five 
years. The boys' N basketball coach 
this year was Ted Rounds, returning 
after taking a year and a half off. He 
was aided by assistant Ken Webb. 
The team was led by co-captains 
sophomory Devin Kinney and fresh
man David Love. Players spent a lot 
of practice doing drills, running, 
shooting, and working on other im
portant basketball skills. Everyone 
enjoyed being on the court, and the 
season en4ed with a 7-13 record. The 
team also had the first SVC confer
ence win in school history against 
GCMS. New members of the team 
were able to catch on fairly quickly 
and learn from watching more expe
rienced players, and most hope to 
continue playing next year. Derek 
Iversen r~flected on the season, "It 
was fun to win some games this year, 
and I think our hard work paid off." 

(l-r, t-b ): Coach Ted Rounds, David Love, Bob Monahan, Tom Bailey, John Flynn, 
John Murdoch, Eric Portis, David Marshak, Ryan Cekander, Nick Smith, Galen Reeves, 
Devin Kinney, Bo Li, Matt Sutton, Tom Cussins, Derek Iversen, Noah Isserman. 

(l-r, t-b) Eric Portis brings home the ball; Galen 
and John joke around on the court; Matt Sutton 
does a cool under-the-leg dribble; David Love 
prepares his next move; Tom Cussins gets ready 
to steal the ball from an unsuspecting Bo Li. 



(l-r, t-b): Veronica Zych, Coach C.C. Nance, Jenny Bartlett, Emily Bruce, Kelly 
Schwenk, Sarah Walczewski, Laura Book, lacey Esler, Erin Bazar, Abby Beck, Katie 
Smith, Traci Ito, Coach Erin Grant, Sangita Sudharshan, Amelia Padua, Sanaz 
Mobasserri, Rachel Smith, Anna Abrhams. Not Pictured: Nicole VanKim 

This year the girls' junior varsity 
basketball team gained several new 
members. Co-captains Nicole 
Van Kim and Jennifer Bartlett 
helped new players develop their 
skills and planned team get
togethers. Head coach Rebecca 
Murphy got help from assistants 
C.C. Nance and Erin Grant to teach 
the team. Although the team ended 
up winning two games, most play
ers still felt the season was success
ful. Sophomore co-captain Nicole 
V anKim said, "As a team we im
proved a lot over the ~eason, and I 
think everyone enjoyed the experi
ence." 

(l-r, t-b) Amelia watches as Jenny shoots 
right over the opponent's head; Kelly 
concentrates on the ball; Katie watches 
Amelia swoop down and steal the ball; 
Katie and Traci prepare to take on the 
enemy; the team gathers for some 
important coaching. 
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Uni began the season with the school's 
best opening record in the 90's, 3-1, 
including an Atwood Hammond 
Thanksgiving Consolation champion
ship. From there it was a hot and cold 
season. After weathering a 5-game los
ing streak in early February, Uni pro
ceeded to finish the season strong and 
was extremely competitive. The "Out
laws," as they called themselves, won 
7 of their 10 victories on the road. Last
second victories at GCMS, at Leroy, 
and Blue Ridge (2) were highlights. On 
Senior Night vs. Tri-Valley the boys 
brought their A-game, but it wasn't 
enough to beat the Vikings, and Uni 
lost by four. In the Regional, the team 
found themselves seeded last and play
ing Unity in the first round. Uni came 
out hard and at half was up by nine. 
Up by four at the beginning of the 
fourth quarter, the "Outlaws" ran out 
of steam and got outscored 23-0 and 
lost by 19 in a disappointing loss. The 

(l-r) Sean rises the escalator to the rim; 
Flynn makes a jumpshot, which goe~ 
through the basket and hits Mike in tht 
lface; Matt gets cleared for takeoff. 
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(l-r, t-b ):Charles Terry, Nick Pelafas, John Flynn, Phil Rowell, Mike Enloe, Dovi .l'aC(}bS(),. 
David Love, Galen Reeves, Dan Shapiro, Sean Morales-Doyle, Ben Leff, Matt Rnrt·Jnll•tnnl• 

Tyson Masar, Devin Kinney. 

team surpassed expectations, having only two 
returning varsity players, by finishing up the 
season 10-13 and tied for third in the confer
ence. Tri-captains for this season's team were 
Tyson Masar, Phil Rowell and Ben Leff. Se-

nior Rowell and Masar were named 
the Second Team All-Conference and 
nior tran fer Mike Enloe received S 
Mention. All three played in the SVC 
nior All-Star game. 



(l-r, t-b) Phil and his mom work the crowd on 
Senior Night; Nick stands still, waiting for the 
referee to finish airing out his armpit; Phil towers 
over his opponent and scores easily; All the 
seniors and their parents on senior night; 
Tyson tries his skills at a free throw; Mike 
shows Tyson how to do a real free throw; a 
mad scramble. 
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"I love our team!" said 
sophomore Kate 
Murphy. This year's 
team consisted of eight 
sophomores and four 
juniors, and had an up
hill battle, fighting in ex
perience and the absence 
of seniors. They started 
out the year with low 
expectations, recogniz
ing their age disadvan

(l-r, t-b) Coach Rebecca Murphy, Ruth Miller, Andrea Goodall, Michelle Byrne, Joanna 
Cranston, Amelia Padua, Helen Miller, Rachel Smith, Sanaz Mobasseri, Kate Murphy, Rebekah 
Kunkel, Jennifer Bartlett, Susan Sefranek. 

tage. "We worked hard," said team member Andrea Goodall. "We really played with heart." The team 
started out slow, but eventually pulled together and defeated Normal Calvary Baptist in a close game. 
"Although we had some really good games that we lost, the game against Normal Calvary was probably 
our best all season," said co-captain Susan Sefranek. The following week, the team took on Fisher at 
Kenney Gym. In another down-to-the-wire game, the girls beat the Fisher Bunnies by two points. Al
though it was a difficult year for the team, the future looks bright. With all the current team members 
returning next year, they look upon this season as a building year. Goodall commented that, "I think 
we'll have a good team next year, with experience and a positive attitude." 
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(l-r, t-b) Opposite page: The 
team sits on the bench during 
a time out, regrouping and 
strategizing; Helen Miller 
looks to dish off the rock. This 
page: Sanaz Mobasseri is 
about to take her opponent to 
the rack; Susan Sefranek 
demonstrates the no-look 
pass; Rebekah Kunkel looks 
for someone to pass to; the 
"unofficial" team picture in 
the Unity locker room; 
Michelle Byrne posts up as 
Rebekah cuts; the coaches 
show some love in one of the 
few authorized Merf-shoots; 
Joanna jumps, shoots, and 
scores! Look at those hops. 



(l-r, t-b) The girls' basketball team 
poses for a moment before taking 
on their arch rivals, the Bunnies; 
Sara c™ontemplates the question 
every big hitter has, "Should I 
spike, dink, hit off the block or pan
cake?"; Who says there is no spirt 
at Uni?; The girls' swim team got 
lost on the way to the pool again; 
can you feel the love ... ; running: 
the latest thing from GalenCo. 
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(l-r, t-b ): Smitty!; Scott and 
Alex pursue the ball; Veronica 
braces for impact as the team 
watches in awe; the volleyball 
team distributes propaganda; 
Ty takes a moment from his 
busy schedule and enjoys a 
drink while Tal tends to other 
matters; Ruth runs--run Ruth 
run!; the friendly IV volleyball 
team poses before a game; is 
it just me, or does Devin look 
like a bull? 
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Barb Aschenbrenner 
Receptionist 

Gene Bild 
Algebra //Statistics 
Advanced Topics 
GSA Sponsor 

Caitlin Augusta 
Graduate Library 

Assistant 

Katya Betekhtina 
Russian IV 
Intensive Russian 
Russian Club 

Sally observes a moment of silence for the poor banana. Mmm. 
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Joel Beesley 
Computer Literacy I & II 
World- Wide- Web 
Yearbook Advisor 
Boys ' Basketball Coach 

Debbie Bosch 
Student Services 

Secretary 

Chris Butler 
Eurasia, Modem History 
Junior Class Sponsor 
Big Show Sponsor 
Lounge & Stereo Sponsor 
SFAC & HISS Sponsor 
Habitat Sponsor 

David Bergandine 
Chemistry - Intro, A, B, 

C, D 
Outdoors Club 
Racquet Club 

Linda Bruns-Wise 
Office Manager 
Administrative 

Secretary 

Jim Carrubba 
Physics - Intro, A, B, C 
PFO Representative 
Rootbeer Club Sponsor 



Carol Castellon 
Algebra II/Trig 
Statistics 
WYSE Sponsor 
Freshman Math Team 

Lisa Evans 
Studio Art I & II 
Interrelated Arts 
Art Exploration 
Subbie Class Sponsor 
Art Club Sponsor 
SFAC Sponsor 

Hiroko Ito 
Japa,nese I, II, III, N 
JapJn Club Sponsor 
Anirh,e Club Sponsor 

Ellen Coslet 
Secretary 

John Garvey 
Frenc_h II & III 
Computer literacy I & II 
French Club Sponsor 
Irish Club Sponsor 
Subbie Buddy Advisor 

Frances Jacobson 
Librarian 
Computer literacy I& II 
RJFIRAF Sponsor 

Dean Davis-Smith 
Guidance Counselor 
Testing Co~rdinator 
TAC Sponsor 
Subbie Buddy Advisor 

John Hedeman 
Director and Principal 
Subbie Buddy Advisor 

Cathy Eads 
Secretary 

Linda Hermann 
Geometry/Trig 
Ace. Geometry/Trig 
Sophomore Math Team 

I thought I told you to stay home! Bad dog! 
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Elizabeth ]ockusch 
Math/ 
Ace. Calculus I 
Ace. Calc II/III 
Senior Math Team 

Suzanne Linder 
Freshman English 
Creative Writing 
Freshman Class Sponsor 
Unique Advisor 
GSA Sponsor 
Habitat Chaperone 

Linda Morford 
Assistant Director 
Student Services 

Coordinator 
Director of Admissions 
SFAC Sponsor 
Subbie Buddy Advisor 
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Rosemary Laughlin 
Junior English 
Subfreshman English 
Junior Class Sponsor 
P FO Representative 
Agora Committee 
Subbie Buddy Advisor 

Lynda Lopez 
French I, N 
French Club Sponsor 

Patricia Morris 
Science Dept. Head 
Nature of Science 
Earth Studies 
Subbie Buddy Advisor 
Subbie Class Sponsor 
SFAC & Botany Sponsor 

Doctor J is busted while planning his trashing of the lounge. 

Elizabeth Majerus 
Sophomore English 
Creative Writing 

Lisa Micele 
Director of College 

Counseling 
PCC Sponsor 

Tony hides behind Robin and munches on his towel seductively. 



Doug Mynatt 
?.E./Fitness 
Track Coach 
Cross Country Coach 
Subbie Buddy Advisor 
Sophomore Class Sponsor 
Habitat Chaperone 

Frances Newman 
Latin I, II, III, N, V 
Latin Club Sponsor 

Mr. Stone: Consumer or Predator? You make the call. 

Rebecca Murphy 
P.E./Fitness 
Health 
Girls' Volleyball Coach 
Girls' Basketball Coach 
Freshman Class 

Sponsor 

David Porreca 
Journalism Advisor 
U'n'I 
AlumUNI 

Robin Ragan 
Intensive Spanish I 
Spanish Club Sponsor 

/ 

Rick Murphy 1 
Fine Arts Dept. lr!ead 
Music Theory, Chorus, 
Inter. Arts, Jazz Band, 
Orchestra, Madrigals, 
Student Council Sponsor, 
Subbie Boys' Basketball 
Music Club, PFO Rep. 

Antonio Prado 
Intensive Spanish II 
Spanish Club 

Barbara Ridenour 
Theatre Arts I & II 
Introduction to Radio 
Interrelated Arts 
Thespian Society 

Sponsor, Director 
Art Exploration 
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Craig Russell 
Dept. Head, Math 
Math I & Calculus I 
Math Modeling 
PFO Representative 
Junior Math Team 
Subbie Buddy Advisor 

David Stone 
Biology-Intro, A, B, C, D 
Sophomore Class 

Sponsor 
ExploraVision Team 

Sponsor 

Bill Sutton 
American History 

Seminar 
US History 
Senior Class Sponsor 
Football Club Sponsor 
Habitat Sponsor 
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Barbara Shenk 
Interim Director and 

Editor Japan Center 
Japan Club 

Runelle Shriver 
Library Technical 

Assistant 

Mrs. Laughlin hard at work on Agora Days paperwork. 

Marilyn Upah Bant 
Director of 

Development 
Alumni Relations 
Student Council Sponsor 

Sally Walker 
Dept. Head, Physical 

Education 
Athletic Director 
P.E./Fitness 

Greg Smith 
Dept. Head, Ed Tech & 

Computer Science 
Computer Literacy I & II 
Computer Technology 
Computer Programming 

Adele Suslick 
Subfreshman English 
Senior English 
Senior Class Sponsor 
UMEC Sponsor 
JSA Sponsor 
Museum Guild Sponsor 

Abigail Warfel 
Eurasia 
Habitat Sponsor 



Chris Warren 
?.E./Fitness 
Health 
Track Coach 

Paul Weilmuenster 
Dept. Head, Foreign 

Language 
Germani-N 
German Club Sponsor 
Subbie Buddy Advisor 

Philip P. Zodhiates 
Introduction to 

Philosophy 

I thought you LIKED flowers! 

Audrey Wells 
Dept. Head, English 
Subfreshmen English 
Social Advocacy 
Film Study 
14BW Sponsor 
Chess Team Coach 

Cassiette West- Williams 
Social Advocacy I 

Mr. Russell, lying down on the job again. 

Ted Powers 
Intro to Psychology 

Barbara Wysocki 
Dept. Head, Social 

Studies 
Ancient Cultures & 

History 
I4BW Sponsor 

Kazuko Sazuki 
Ace. Algebra II/Trig 
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Byron Beck 
Christopher Beitel 

Andreas Black 
Stephen Bruce 

Hannah Burgess 

Emily Buss 
Anita Chary 
Lauren Chin 

Emily Climer 
Gregory Colombo 

Andrew Coverdill 
Terrance Crofts 

John Croisant 
Clarabelle DeVries 

David Grayson 
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(l-r, t-b) Opposite page: Mark 
wonders how he's going to 
make it through 4 more years 
at Uni; Dan and Socie- they 
Vust know they're hot, Elaine 
peers up from her book This 
page: John is wary of the 
water fountain; Pamela 
munches on a pen cap; Julie 
takes a bite out of crime--err 
her lunch; Stevie hopes no one 
saw her fall; Andreas ... the next 
Ricky Martin. 

Michael Green 
Dan Hedin 
Hannah Imlay 
Skye Isard 
Priya Iyer 

Shang Jiang 
Wendy Jones 
John Li 
Jack Leibersohn 
Pamela Machala 

Patricia Mathy 
Alisa Modica 
Ann Murdoch 
Dasha Nikolaeva 
Rio Nishimura 
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Sarah Norcross 
Mela Louise Norman 

Albert Park 
Meera Patel 

Kate Peisker 

Dan Pleck 
Ekatarini Polychronopoulos 

Natalie Prochaska 
Tianyu Qi 

Kathleen Reutter 

Valerie Ross 
John Sapp 

Mark Savignac 
Stevie Schein 
Max Schnuer 
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(l-r, t-b) Opposite page: The 
subbies learn teamwork; Val 
passes notes in class; Albert 
& Terrance cause trouble; 
This page: Sasha creates a 
masterpiece in math class; 
Hannah shows us her sardine 
impersonation; Clarabelle 
doesn't want to be disturbed. 

Andirudh Seth 

Julie Shen 
Eli Otto Shenk 
Gerry Shih 
Mike Socie 
Ravi Solter 

Julie Sonka 
Sasha Steinberg 
David Stolarsky 
Eric Treworgy 
Mukta Vaidya 

Jeff Vuong 
Catherine Wah 
Elaine Wah 
Emily Walsh 
Kimberly Wentling 
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(1-r,t-b) Natalie Procheska feels the 
rhythm at a Uni dance; Who else would 
you rather have protecting you in the 
heat of battle than Coverdill ?; Katie and 
Emily show their pearly whites; Emily 
works diligently to earn those straight 
A's; the subbie Beef Crew roams the 
halls for new members; Mukta tries not 
to pull a Tyson Masar and glue her hands 
together. 



( l-r, t-b) Kathleen concentrates on her 
assignments; Emily tussles with everyone 
on her way to her next class; Wow! New, 
fast computers! says Hannah; Grayson 
and Michael exchange greetings at their 
3rd floor lockers; Ravi and his granola 
bar ... a match made in heaven. 
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Anna Abrams 
Erin Bazar 

Nicholas Berube 
Nicole Betenia 
Tobin Betti via 

Laura Book 
Emily Bruce 

Kate Causeman 
Ryan Cekander 

V arun Chali vendra 

Roxanne Chow 
Rivkah Cooke 

Thomas Cussins 
Yi Ding 

Zachary Dorman-Jones 



(l-r, t-b) Opposite Page: The 
Amazing Freshman Trio 
trains for the upcoming 
circus; Anna gives the editors 
"The Look." This Page: 
Jacob Hertzog- genius at 
work; Awwww ... it's Matty 
Sutton; Nick Berube 
welcomes any challengers in 
Warcraft; Erin tries to find 
the splinter in her finger. 

Laurie Duncan 
Laura Eckstein 
Jacey Esler 
Molly Goldwasser 
William Griscom 

Traci Ito 
David Kaplan 
Sarah Klein 
Paul Kory 
Ashwin Kumar 



(l-r, t-b) This Page: Nafisah ... the 
picture of innocence; Lucie and Sarah 
take a breakfrom their game of peek-a
boo, well at least Lucie does; Kate and 
Hannah relax and try not to think about 
the upcoming Tessellations geometry 
project. Opposite Page: VeroniCa uses 
the 'stretching ' technique to do her 
homework; Elise reads the latest Harry 
Potter mystery; Baz is eating what? 

Elise Lauterbur 
Tera Levin 

BoLi 
Althea Loschky 

David Love 

David Marshak 
Ellen Martinsek 

Hannah McConnaughay 
Bob Monahan 
Daniel Moser 
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Anthony Philipp 
Suraiya Rashid 
Jacklyn Rawles 

Lucie Rose 
Kelly Schwenk 



N afisah Sheikh 
David Slichter 

Nicholas Smith 
Sara Smith 
Sangita Sudharshan 
Frances Sun 
Matthew Sutton 

Madeline Sylvia 
Bonnie Treworgy 
Leslie Van Buren 
Michael Verner 
Sarah Walczewski 

Jon Weissman 
Sebastian Wraight 
Constantine Y annelis 
Tal Zangvil 
Veronica Zych 
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(l-r, t-b) Jackie, smiling despite injury; 
Ryan, Verner, and Jon cruelly trash a 
helpless, innocent subbie; Dan Moser 
focuses on his CS project; Just before 
the camera hit Dan Hill in the face; Yi , 
and Costi kill their opponents in an 
intense game of Warcraft. Subzub! 
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(l-r, t-b) Ellen, Tera and Emily try not 
to get frustrated when Goddard crashes; 
A possessed Sarah W. tries to levitate 
her bagel; Paul has that stare that says 
don 't mess with me or I'll beat you up 
with my crutches; Marshak address his 
fan club during lunch; Bob reads 
Seventeen, while Sarah checks out the 
latest Car and Driver. 
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Leila Agha 
Daniel Atherton 
Kyle Barkmeier 

Abigail Beck 
Balint Bognar 

Guy Bresler 
Maayan Bresler 

Nicola Bunick 
Ethan Chew 
Jing Chiang 

Joseph Ciolli 
Jonathon Climer 

Evan Cording 
Joanna Cranston 
Stephanie Crofts 
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(l-r, t-b) Opposite Page: Peter lounges; 
Shawn works on Shawn; Evan ponders 
the world in his freetime. This Page: 
!Nicola makes good use of her free time 
in the computer lab; Patrick gets special 
lounge priviliges; Angela relaxes 
during lunch; Picture perfect Ethan 
gives the ladies his special look, but 
should be posing for a Coca-Cola ad; 
Sanaz is scared about something. 
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Ligia DeRose 
Aurora Erickson 
Peter Fahrner 
John Flynn 
Emilia Garvey 

Natalie Goel 
Andrea Goodall 
Daniel Grinols 
Melissa Hines 
Derek Iversen 

Naresh Jegadeesh 
Devin Kinney 
Tal Kitron 
Justin Lee 
Eric LeSueur 
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(l-r, t-b) "Okay!" says Anna, ready to punch the camera; 
Molly studies like a good student in the library; Noah, 
Doug, and Derek have fun in a bed, but put three thumbs 
up to the idea of having some girls join them. 

. ~· 
'· 
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Tobias Levin 
Molly Lewis 

Doug Main 
Helen Miller 
Ruth Miller 

Timothy Miller 
Alex Mitchell 

Sanaz Mobasseri 
Boshra Moradi 

Patrick Morales-Doyle 

. Kate Murphy 
Benjamin Olsen 

Tynan Overstreet 
Amelia Padua 
Jocelyn Ross 
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Alexandra Zodhiates 
Maria Zych 
Noah Zych 

(l-r, t-b) Helen is 
astonished at 
floanna 's jugging 
fs kills; ling and 
Crystal invite you to 
have lunch with 
them; Melissa~ just 
a happy person; Tal 
and Ty aren't doing 
anything suspicious 
in the lounge, 
they ' re simply 
helping each other. 

Anna Shanks 
Shawn Simpson 
David Sims 
Katherine Smith 
Rachel Smith 

Nicole V anKim 
Angela Wang 
Jie Wang 
Connie Wauthier 
John Zech 
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(l-r, t-b) Opposite Page: Daniel, Justin, and Guy 
do an experiment and enjoy the sun; Andrea 
graces us with a happy grin; Maria concentrates 
on her computer screen; Balint is having some 
type of trouble; John and Ty chill in the lounge; 
!Amelia intently reads a notebook. This page: 
Crystal braids Helen's hair; Don't mess with 
Boshra; Mayan, Jocelyn, Laura, and Molly eat 
lunch; Alex tries to accomlish the daunting feat 
of putting his foot in his mouth; Doug, Alexandra, 
Devin, and Peter have their shoelaces tied 
together for a yearbook picture taken by Beesley. 
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Ayo Adesida 
Tara Alan 

Thomas Bailey 
Jennifer Bartlett 

Carol Baym 

Allison Beck 
Jason Boyd 

Gillian Bregman 
Carl Broadbent 
Michelle Byrne 

Martin Ceperley 
Eric Chang 
Anna Chen 

Ayesha Choudhury 
Charles Conway 



l-r, t-b) Opposite page: Boyd takes a time out from his busy schedule 
o catch up on some z 's; Carl was never heard from again after this 
picture was taken; Uni High 's thugs Ilina and Janaki show us their 
mugs. This page: Shap gives the 2000 yearbook two thumbs up; 7th 
l;zour in Uni's halls gets a little racy (Children cover your eyes!); Matt 
'(lnd Ty both just woke up from a little in-class siesta. 

Kelly Digges 
Kristin Emilsson 
Ty Esler 
Kathryn Faith 
Michelle Feltes 

Zhubin Gahvari 
Masha Gelfand 
Liesel Hess 
Antony Khan 
Rebekah Kunkel 

Ilina Kuriashkina 
Katherine Lamb 
Benjamin Leff 
Justin Lehmann 
Yong-Bee Lim 
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(l-r, t-b) Tony displays the makings of a 
millionaire: a book of sports trivia from when 
he was 9 years old and Polish sausage; Allison 
and John work diligently on their homework; 
Fanzi explains her answers to Mrs. Shenk; 
Nick Lowry and Kelly Diggs hold their own 
version of the 'Breakfast Club" on the first 
floor hallway. 

Judy Liu 
Nicholas Lowry 

FanziMao 
Gabriel Mathy 

Charles Melby-Thompson 

John Murdoch 
Ryoko Oono 

Ian Orland 
Christopher Otto 

Anupama Paruchuri 

J anaki Patel 
Diane Plewa 

Eric Portis 
James Prell 

Adam Ragheb 



(l-r,t-b) Kathryn, the spokeswoman for good students 
everywhere works hard on her homework; Eat healthy 
and exercise and you too may look just as buff as 
Justin; Ian sports the " !-woke-up-and-my-hair-was
gone" look; Chalea, Kristen, and Matt, the cutest 
triplets this side of the Teletubbies lounge on the floor 

Galen Reeves 
Eithan Ritz 
Laila Saied 
Nicholas Sansone 
Benjamin Sapp 

Matthew Schiel 
Susan Sefranek 
Meera Sekar 
Daniel Shapiro 
Elizabeth Slattery 

Michaela Tarr 
Melinda Taub 
Rachel Walsh 
Daniel Weissman 
Matthew Woodbury 
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This page (l-r, t-b ): Zhubin never slacks 
off; Chas brings Chris Warren up to date 
with the 21st century; Jenny B. stuffs her 
face with the goodies she got for 
Valentines' Day; Portis plays with his 
fingers; Meera and Ryoko cut bananas 
for cooking class. Opposite page (l-r, t
b ): Ben drinks the pop his mommy packed 
for him; Martin chills by the lockers; Tara 
and Carol spend quality time in the Mac 
Lab; "When we think of fairy tales we 
think of Illina and Matthias"; Kelly ... our 
knight in shining armor. 
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(l-r, t-b) Joanna, Balint is all smiles 
about getting Bailey's love; Matt uses a 
rather unconventional way to eat yogurt; 
Ahhh. .. the days of subbie lunch in the 
3rdjloor hallway; Beth is disgusted by 
excessive PDA in the halls; Doug is 
laughing at Beth 's disgust. 
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(l-r, t-b) The rough, tough, buffsubbie guys pause from their 
intense football game; Matt and Jenny; Matt and Ruth are 
simply adorable with their stuffed animals and pajamas; 
Eithan, Rachel, and Ben, with Mrs. Laughlin's help, sell pizza 
to raise money for the prom, which won't be at Champaign 
Country Club. 
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(l-r,t-b) This Page: Maria smiles as her stress is relieved with a 
'soothing massage; Andrea's going to kill me for putting this picture 
in; Rebekah's smile is pure sunshine in the middle of class; Benjy 
doesn't have a six-pack, he has a scary-pack; Opposite Page:Liesel 
battles furiously amidst the chaos of Medieval Combat; Matt says, 
"Howdy pardner. "Melissa and Bryan chill at Uni Beach, otherwise 
~nown as Uni Gym; Jules shows her inner character by dressing up 
as Lenny Kravitz; Tyson gets ready to oil Phil's butt. Really. No, 
we're serious; Was Ethan caught off-guard, or does something smell 
bad? 
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(l-r, t-b) Opposite Page: Andreas or 
Guuuuuy Smiley? You make the call; 
Bonnie gazes seductively to distract the 
cameraman from her evil machinations; 
Gilly and Ginny are quite possibly the 
cutest things we ever did see; victims of 
the yearbook paparazzi (Dan makes an 
awful comfortable pillow); Katerina has 
yet to give in to the crushing apathy of 
modern Uni life; Roxanne, Leslie, 
Frances and Anita totally ignore Rivkah 's 
story about her hot date over the weekend 
to smile for the camera. This Page: Jack 
wears pajamas like this to bed every 
night; Abby, Katie and Kyle boogie; 
Byron is scared of Jeff; Jeff Vuong, small 
but dangerous; Benito, Benito, Bentio 
Mussolini ... na na na na na na na na na 
na na na ... Hey! 
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Roaa Al-Heeti 
Araya, Roii, Rurru, Ro, Punk 

It's all the lighting and the makeup! - Sussu I like your outfit!- Bea 
I'm tempted .... - Hanan Doesn't this just scream cellulite?- Hanady 

Silly Roii, Trix are for kids! -Ariel Hey Roaa, is that your bus?-Tali 
Just because everyone has cabin fever doesn't give them an excuse- Hanady 

Marhaba Ro'aa! Kaifak?- Nick( ole) It's over! It' ovaaahh!!! -Me 
Gangsta Whatever! - Mr. Sutton, hand and feet gestures and all 

Roaa look--a wooden structure! Don't fall off! -Andrew McNerd 
Freshman year!- Ayat Strawberry Shampoo! - Sussu, Hibah, Ayat and I 

Punk! -Mariam and the gang Stupid kids ... - Mr.B Where's the bamya?-? 
Roaa, come here, let me dre s you.- Claire, Jeffiner, Bea 

If my friends are lucky, they're gonna get to shake his hand! - Nafisah 
*Tickle** Tickle **Splash**Splash* - Jeffiner 

Poopsie! -All Don't you want hot chocolate with me?- Hibah 
Hey Al-Dorki! What's up?!- Amina (and Ayesha) 

How nice it feels to hold the hand of an old friend. - ?? (to community gals) 
Roaa, let me in I have a question ... - Omar Salams ... - MYG 

Mara Bandy 
The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams. 
- Eleanor Roosevelt 
The most wa ted of all days is the one without laughter. - e.e. cummings 
One word lifts us from the weight and pain of life; That word i love. 

-Sophocles 
Never, never doubt what nobody is sure about.- Willy Wonka 
In this life we are all in the gutter. Some of us just tend to look up at the 
stars. - Oscar Wilde 
Hold fast to dreams, for if dreams die, life is a broken-winged bird that 
fly.- Langston Hughe 
I thought we agreed; no cliches. - Robert, A Life Less Ordinary 

Marc Ryan Alexander 
Marky Marc, Pint-Size Louie, 

Marcus Aurelius, Crackman 
It was the best night of my life ... until the Dean told us we broke four state laws 

in three hours. 
The only thing I own is girl power!- Andy 

Damn it Doug! You just can't get the funk right!- Mr. Murphy 
Wow, look at those knockers! That's great!- Benjy 

Look, when I blow on it, it lifts! -Mr. Carrubba 
Alright boys, if I get this goal, you all get sexual favors - Tyson 

I'm not a pervert, I'm just incredibly tastele s. - Slichter 
Sex Cauldron! I thought they closed this place down! - Krusty the Clown 

Here's an idea ... shut up.- Mr.B God, My Ass!- Colin 
Get that out of my pants! - Scott Put that back in your pant ! - Alex 

What' this about crack? - Kelly Gentlemen, to evil! - Mr. Black 
All good things must come to an end. 
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Elizabeth Braden 
Betsy, Bess, Bet-z 
That' s where we eated! -Mere I love you Bess Braden!- K.T. 
One .... two .... three ... .love you .... good bye.- Mommy, K.T., and me 
Keep your head above your heals. - Daddy 
I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me. - Philippians 4:13 
God, grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, courage to 
change the things I can, and wi dom to know the difference. - Serenity Prayer 
I think I can, I think I can ... - The Little Engine that Could 
Though it' s hard to let you go, in the Father' s hands we know, that a 
lifetime's not too long to live as friends.- Michael W. Smith 
I'm gonna tie me up in red string, I'm gonna tie blue ribbons too, stick 
some stamps on top of my head, I'm gonna mail myself to you. 
-Kid Songs 

Beatrice Burton 
I have often wi hed I had time to cultivate modesty ... But I am too busy 

thinking about myself. - Edith Sitwell 
My creed i low, be incere and don' t fuss.- Jane Addams 

You laughed. I laughed. We laughed together.- Jenn and Me 
Wi dom eventually comes to all of us. Someday it might even be your tum. 

- Pologara the Sorceress 
I know what I am planning for you. I have good plans for you, not plans to 

hurt you. I will give you hope and a good future. - Jeremiah 29:11 
rou' re special because I made you. And I don' t make mistakes.- You Special 

Oh, I am an inflicted mortal. - Anne Shirley 
Quote me! I can say something funny!- Ali 

Cute people are always okay. -Grover 

Jennifer May-Anne Chen 
You know it's a bad day when your underwear's on backwards and it fits 
better. - Zhenya Tumanova 
You should lose your two front teeth and become a farmer. 
- my little brother, Ian Chen 
If you do it, you can do it. - Ito Sensei 
I remember running through the wet grass, falling a step behind, both of us 
never tiring, desperately wanting ... -Better Than Ezra 
And every time I've held a ro e, it seems I only felt the thorns ... - Billy Joel 
Jennifanne, at it again ... - Me & my best bud, Julianne 
Right, Jennifred? - "Uncle Bill" Sutton 
Hello, Kitty ... . - Reed Browwwwlllllll!!!!- Bryan Lung, my twin! 
I can run over whatever dog I want? (and people that make puppy dog 
faces)!- Andrew McNerd 
What's the dealio?- Brian C. Smith 
You know I'm here, you know I fear the sun going down over the ocean, 
clear .... - "Once Upon A Wang," Wang FFC (Reed E. Martin) 
Sillio. - Brian Smith, my "boyf' 
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Kangtao Kendall Chuang 
384-81-8846 

I don't know. Maybe ornebody's transmitter is in it.- Benjy 
That' tough spelled S-T-U-P-E-D.- Kurt 

I'm not Errol. I mean, I'm not Kendall. - Errol 
To lose one' life i a little thing and I shall have the courage to do so if it is 

necessary; but to see the meaning of this life dissipated, to see our reason for 
existing disappear, that i what is unbearable. One cannot live without meaning. 

- Albert Camus 
I need to fmd a truth which is true for me, that I must discover that Idea for 

which I can live and die. For what is truth but to live and die for an Idea? 
- Soren Kierkegaard 

Vilas Dhar 
Big Villy 
De tiny is not a matter of chance, but of choice. - Winston Churchill 
One should die proudly when it is no longer po sible to live proudly. - Nietzsche 
Up yours, Vilas Dhar! - Mr. Sutton All that is gold does not glitter. - JRR Tolkien 
I don't believe that the same God who has endowed u with sense, reason, 
and intellect has intended u to forego their use. - Gallilei Gallileo 
Always do whatever you are afraid to do.- Ralph Waldo Emerson 
Love people and use things, not the other way around! -Unknown 
The early bird gets the worm, but the second mouse gets the cheese. - Stephen Wright 
No cookie , but I'll pas out amphetamines during the break. - Ray Carrubba 
One good jolt and your ass goes up in flame . - Mr. B 

Michael Enloe 
Big Mike, Big Country 

To be or not to be, that is the question. -Hamlet (Shakespeare) 
The word ' lame' comes to mind.- Carrubba 

I like big butts & I cannot lie. - Sir Mix-a-lot 
I've never been able to push life's clouds away by my elf.- Rod McKuen 

No pain no gain.- Unknown 
A true friend i the best possession. - Proverb 

He who will not keep a penny shall never have many. - Proverb 
NO, I will not make out with you. - Billy Madison 
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Matthew Elliott Harrington 
Matt, Mokesum, Chip(munk) 
You may be the pimp, but the question is, can you hook me up. - Ray 
And peoples who feel like its time to unwind like December 31st of 1999.- Outkast 
I'm sick of musician saying 'I'm gonna play whatever I want, I'm an artist' You're 
an arti t? Paint my hou e, bitch. - Gene Simmons CULTURE. - me & Sean 
Hey ... gues what Matt said. -Phil The good die mostly over bullshit -GOODIE M.O.B. 
Hey Sean, do you want my hot burrito in your mouth?- Phil 
How can I be a pedophile? I'm a pedo.- Yang Up yours, Vilas Dhar.- Mr. Sutton 
Wasn't there a movie about the Dred Scott case? Oh wait, that was Judge Dredd.- Tyson 
I could dunk if I wasn't wearing my jeans.- Chris Warren 
Don't look back, something might be gaining on you. -Satchel Paige 

Jennifer Iversen 
Jenn(heifer), Jeffiner, Jennifart, Jenl en 
His is a cigarette and grapes! - Claire Jenn, you have corrupted my mind. - Emmy 

I'd like to jiffy his lube!- Beatrice Men are o stupid. Grrrr.- Claire 
I like my students to suffer. It builds their character. - Ray 

"grunt"- PJ No, you're not fat. It's ju t that sweater.- Chas 
You have to live by the con equences of your actions.- Mum 

Some people come into our lives and quickly go. Some stay for a while and leave 
footprints in our hearts. And we are never, ever the same. -Unknown 

So, what's on your docket for today? -Dad Love never ends ... - 1 Corinthians 13:8 
I'm so glad you are here ... It helps me realize how beautiful my world is. - Ravier Maria 

Don't hold back. - Jennace Rilke 

Do vi Jacobson 
Lovi, David, Deutsch-Meister, Jewish Terra 
Oh no, not another bad day.- Mr. Russell's dog and wife 
Zer ar maaani chaaallenges and deefeeeeculteez facing zee Euuuropean 
Uuunyin.- YOUR DADDY, his Excellency Jaaaakkkkkkrorkorkoroo Lajajava 
Don't call him dummy, Nick. It's just not nice ... Yes Doevee, what were you 
saying? - Mrs. Laughlin 
Ragged Dick was one of Horatio Alger' working-class characters ... (whi per
ing) That's a venereal disease, Dovi.- Mr. Sutton 
Yo' love ain't Kosha.- DJ Jack, DJ Dave and the Jewi h Barry White, DJDJ 
Spazierst du auf denen Strass/Steck deren Finger in the Naslund irgendwo 
dahinten wirst du sicher etwa finden. - Dessen Popellied 
U e the Love Theorem!- Dovi, Yang, Seany, Mattityahu, and big daddy Carrubba 
I Melissa! I Czar of Russia! Me can do whatever me want! - Mi ta Chris Warren 
May it be Your will that You open my heart to the Torah and that You fulfill 
the wi hes of my heart and the heart of Your entire people Israel for good, for 
life, and for peace. Amen. (Zohar, Vayakhel 369a) 
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Colin Patrick Aloysius Kennedy 
Scrotor, CPAK 

I can ' t believe I ate the whole thing! 
Eat me! - Mr. Carubba Up yours, Vilas Dhar! - Mr. Sutton 

Quiet! He's talking about his penis.- Scott 
If I had been born a woman, I would have been one of the biggest bitche 

you've ever seen! -Mr. Butler 
Look! He' s coughing up sperm! -Alex Tarr 

Oh my god! I can' t wait to eat that monkey! -Grandpa Simpson 
If it weren' t your butt, I'd kiss it. - Celeste 

You'd better not wear pants.- Mrs. Ridenour 
[On presidents on the $10 million bill] ... all of them. They ' re having a party. 

Jimmy Carter's passed out on the couch. - Homer 
Wer ist Julia Roberts?- Herr W. 

Nur zwanzig Mark. Sehr preiswert. - Rob Mills 
If I had $40K to spend on a Benz, I'd probably buy porn instead. - Marc 

All paths of glory lead but to the grave. - Thomas Grey, An Elegy Written in 
A Country Churchyard (135) 

Art Kolchinsky 
Fart, Fartemy, Chinkolski 
When the going gets weird, the weird turn pro- HunterS. Thompson 

once we were young 
at this machine ... 
it was a most splendid 
miraclous time 
only now instead of moving 
toward time 
it moves toward us 
makes each word drill into 
the paper 
clear 
fast
Charles 
Bukowski 

Andreana Lau 
I want to be strong. Strong so I don't need anybody's help ... so I can defend the honor 

of my parents myself. - Y ahiko 
The warrior's greatest weapon is a fearless spirit. - Wishbone 

Be strong and courageous ... do not be discouraged, for the Lord your God will be 
with you wherever you go.- Joshua 1:9 

I want a 'Smoke Crack, Worship Satan' t-shirt. I'd wear it to parent-teacher 
conferences. - Ms. Linder 

I'm working, and you're standing here commenting on the stinkiness of tea! - Caleb 
I wish I had a whip or a cattle prod. I'd make tho e slackers move.- Chris Warren 

Oro ro? - Kenshin 
Hamsters cannot self-pollinate. - Mr. Stone 

Mr. Sutton, do you feel like a natural woman?- Nick P. 
Let's try to have a reasonable discussion, despite the fact that that wig is ungodly 

ugly. -Mr. Sutton 
We should change our debate topic to 'Resolved: That the P.E. Department should 

sharpen its pencils.' -Matt Nuzzo 
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We live as we dream - alone, in 
solitude - Joseph Conrad 

For the music is your pecial friend 
Dance on fire as it intends 
Music is your only friend 
Until the end -The Doors 

Hold you .. . forever - Nichole 



Julianne Kuck 
I'm a big man!- Ryan, my small4 year old brother 
Then it'd be a port port port-to-port port portage port port! - Daddy 
You FEMALE GIRL! Ooooohhhh! - Andrew 
Pyro! Clepto! AAAHHHH! -Josh Smell my sister! -Jonathan, my brother 
I'm terribly sorry my butt was so large and white and fluffy! -Emily;) 
Jennifanne! -Me and Jennifer Gizmo! -Melissa 
There's a new hot hunky guy in Jenn's locker every two weeks! -Bryan 
Northport Marina, this is the, uh, Big Timmy, please switch and answer 
channel six nine ... - Tim Holtz 
Is this a serious problem, or are you just temporarily insane like me?
Gary Fulmer 
What is the meaning of a buffalo mozzarella?- Daddy 
Now faith is the assurance of things hoped for and the conviction of things 
not seen - Hebrew 11: 1 
And I think to myself, what a wonderful world - Louis Armstrong 

Ayako Komatsu 
Aya 

Did you have a good nap?- someone 
We are like babies here. - Guli 

Tintin - Jirka 
Pumpkin Captain- Yuka 

Ohayogozaima u, knonnichiwa. - many people 

Celeste LeCompte 
Celestial 
You need professional help. - Dr. Ruskin 
Little stars lead me home, little lights of God take me there.- Van Gogh's 
Bad Cafe by Frederic Tuten 
Something is moving inside me and wants to come out. It's something 
intellectual, something I must write. Don't worry, it's not poetry again or 
fiction. No, my treasure, it's in my brain that I feel something .. .It' s the form 
of my writing that no longer satisfies me. In my "soul" a totally new, original 
form is ripening that ignores all rules and conventions. It breaks them by the 
power of ideas and strong convictions. I want to affect people like a clap of 
thunder, to inflame their minds not by speechifying but with the breadth of 
my vision, the strength of my conviction, and the power of my expression. -
Rosa Luxemburg 
I have waked up. I've lived through the misery, the dread, and now, for a 
long while past, especially since we've been here, I've been so happy. -
Anna Karenina 
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Bryan Lung 
(Small Fry) Bryguy, Blyan King, Brown 

You've got severe BLS! - Andrew and Beatrice 
Browwll??- Jen C. Forsan et haec olim merninis e iuvabit. -Virgil 

A day full of possibilities! It's a magical world, Hobbes, ol' buddy! Let's 
go exploring! -Last syndicated Calvin and Hobbes 

For the world to know the truth I There can be no greater proof I Than to 
live the life I Live the life. -Michael W. Smith 

With every breath I take I I will give thanks to God above I For as long a I 
shall live I I will testify to love. - Avalon 

And we rejoice in the hope of the glory of God. Not only o, but we also 
rejoice in our ufferings, because we know that suffering produces 

perseverance; perseverance, character; and character, hope. -Romans 5:2-4 
I have fought the good fight, I have finished the race, I have kept the faith. 

- 2 Timothy 4:7 
To our God and Father be glory forever and ever. . . - Philippians 4:20 

Duane Linton 
Duane-a, Draino, Duaney-wayney 
Every man dies. Not every man truly lives. - Braveheart 
I repeat, let no man think I am a fool. - 1 Corinithian 11:16 
Okay, Marc, that's enough. Can I have my pants back now?- Benjy 
How could [a man] know the feelings of a woman, which words cannot 
de cribe? - the Kama Sutra 
Everything sucks at one time or another. - Daniel Slichter 
Konichi-freakin' -wa! -Mr. Sutton 
Don't hit girls! How would you like it ifl killed your mom?- Zeynab 
Never let defeat have the last word. - 'Tenacity' 
I like promiscuous sex! - Zeynab 

KimLy 
Every man has his secret sorrows which the world knows not; and often 

times we call a man cold when he is only ad. - H. Longfellow 
The soul would have no rainbows if the eyes had no tear . -unknown 

To fear love is to fear life, and those who fear life are already three parts 
dead. -B. Russell 

Everyone thinks of changing the world, but no one thinks of 
changing himself. - unknown 

An optimist think this is the best of all worlds. A pessimist fear the 
same may be true. - Doug Lar en 

Courage is what it takes to stand up and speak. Courage is also what it takes 
to sit down and listen.- unknown 

Nothing is as embarrassing as watching someone do something that you 
said couldn't be done. - S. Ewing 

History must repeat itself because we pay such little attention to it the first 
time. - Blackie Sherrod 

Always forgive but never forget.- Arnold Jaynes 
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Meredith Main 
Mere, Marybeth, Alexis 
When you ' re real, shabbiness doesn ' t matter.- the Velveteen Rabbit 
I have often dreamed of a far-off place where a great, warm welcome 
would be waiting for me. I'll be there someday; I can go the distance. I 
know every mile will be worth my while. When I go the distance I'll be 
right where I belong. - Hercules 
I will ail my vessel ' til the river runs dry I Like a bird upon the wind, the 
waters are my sky I I'll never reach my destination if I never try I So I will 
sail my vessel 'til the river runs dry. I So don' t you sit upon the shoreline 
and say you ' re atisfiedl Choo e to chance the rapids and dare to dance the 
tide . - Garth Brooks 
Finally, brothers, whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, 
whatever is pure, whatever i lovely, whatever is admirable-- if anything 
is excellent or praiseworthy -- think about such things. 
-Philippians 4:8 

Oksana Maksymchuk 
Sal'a, S'anchyk, Sen-Sen, Oksbert 

If you can't tand olitude, maybe you bore others, too. - Lions Club 
To love oneself is the beginning of a life-long romance. - 0 car Wilde 

Ma turbation i simply sex with the one I love.- Woody Allen 
One must still have chaos in oneself to be able 

to give birth to a dancing star. -Nietzsche 
I seem to have an awful lot of people in ide me. - Dame Edith Evans 
We only begin to live when we conceive life as tragedy.- W.B. Yeats 

Crying won't make you any realer!- Alice in Wonderland 
There are only two ways to live your life. One is a if nothing is a miracle. 

The other i a if everything i . - Albert Einstein 

TysonMasar 
Ty, Po-po, Potski, T.Y., LiZ' Man 
R.S.K.A.- Uni Soccer It' s your turn.- Nick and Misha 
Follow your heart. It whispers so listen closely. -Land Before Time 
May the bluebird of happines pee in your ear. - Mr. Murphy 
I'm ... uck! -Matt H. Refuse to lo e.- John Calipari 
Tyson, I don ' t mean to embarass you, but is that little white thing 
supposed to be a penis?- Mom 
Chyeeort Vo meen. [Russian: Devil take you]- Masha 
What up son?- Sammy That' s my cousin.- Phil 
It gets excited when you rub it. - Mr. Carrubba 
What is popular is not always right; what is right is not always popular. 
-unknown P.B.C.- Playboy Crew 
There ' s no 'I' in team, but there's one in 'win.' -Michael Jordan 
We just got head.- Matt, Sean, and Nick 
One .. . you ' re like a dream come true ... - Brian McKnight 
The very first time that I saw your brown eyes . .. -Matt and Sean 
I'd rather have a vending machine punchcard than get booty. - Yang 
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Andrew McNabb 
Smiley, McNerd 

I'm NOT obsessive! - Bea I define B.L.S. - Bryan 
I like it. It's homey.- Crystal Y-W, about the aroma of the South Farms 
Now we'll listen to the 'Ballot Suit.'- Emily's presentation in Music Theory 

It wasn't me; it was Andrew!- Jennifer, kicked out of the library 
She was marvelous. And she played well, too. - Murphy 

I've fallen, and I can't get up! - Roaa, in 5th grade 
Gossip is nobody's friend.- Shelley Roberts You MALE BOY!- Julianne 

If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God, that giveth to all men liberally, 
and upbraideth not; and it shall be given him."- James 1:5 

And by the power of the Holy Ghost you may know the truth of all things. - Moroni 
10:5 

For behold, this is my work and my glory, to bring to pas the immortality 
and eternal life of man. - Moses 1:39 

By small and simple things are great things brought to pass.- Alma 37:6 
Remember the worth of souls is great in the sight of God. - D&C 18:10 

Virginia McCreary 

Sara Medendorp 
Meder, smedend, Medendork 

Want some bagel?- Phil This is my command: Love each other.- John 15:17 
Have we trials and temptations? Is there trouble anywhere? We should 

never be discouraged; take it to the Lord in prayer. - Hymn 
Remember, Red, hope is a good thing, maybe the best of things. And no 

good thing ever dies. - The Shawshank Redemption 
Run fast; turn left. -My parents' advice for track meets 

I keep my ideals , because in spite of everything, I still believe that people 
are really good at heart. -Anne Frank 

Consider it pure joy, my brothers, whenever you face trials of many kinds, because 
you know that the testing of your faith develops perseverance. - James 1 :2-3 

I am such a nice bird .. . prettyprettypretty bird. - Odie 
I hate goodbyes. I know what I need. I need more hellos. - Snoopy 

I love Rudy, and he is totally enamored of me. I mean, other men loved 
me, but not for six whole months in a row.- Ginny, Sixteen Candles 

If only there were a button somewhere that I could push. To force me to 
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Sean Morales-Doyle 
Sean Don Doyle, Seanacy 
How do you spell of? I've got o-v so far. ... -Phil 
Hay, hay, hay, hay, hay, hay, hay, hay, hay, hay. It' s for horses . - Phil 
Gues what Phil said? - Any and all of us 
Gues what Matt said?- Any and all of us 
No I didn ' t, it was him!- Matt and Phil 
As always - Matt 
And peoples who feel like it' s time to unwind, like December 31st of 
1999. - Outkast 
Aullsome - Tyson 
Brrrrrrrrrrr-op, ch-chop, chop, chuppy chop- Nick P. 

Jack Monahan 
I do not fear computers. I fear lack of them. - Isaac Asimov 

seen thing you people wouldn't believe. Attack ships on fire off the shoulder 
of Orion. I watched C-beams glitter in the dark near the Tannhauser gate. All 

moments will be lost in time. Like tear in rain. Time to die. - Roy Batty, 
Blade Runner 

Thi is all very interesting, but not very rock and roll. - Bono 
more fooli h, the fool or the fool who follows him?- Obi-Wan Kenobi 

Yippie-o-ki-yay m-----f-- ----! -John McClane, Die Hard 
There was never a geniu without a tincture of madness. - Ari totle 

DON'T PANIC - The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy 
ve spread my dreams under your feet; Tread softly because you tread on my 

dreams. - W.B. Yeats, He Wishes for the Cloths of Heaven 
My beloved i mine, and I am my beloved' - Song of Songs 2:16 

Ondrej Mitas 
Andy 
I was very intuitive ... until I went to school. - Bella Ruth Johnson 
I am told I am loved by millions but still no one calls. -Jewel 
And I said, what about Breakfast at Tiffany' s?/She said, I think I remem
ber the ftlm/ And as I recall, I think, we both kinda liked it/ And I said, 
Well , that's the one thing we' ve got.- Deep Blue Something 
We need to start drinking with Andy! - Mom 
Kids are fearless. They think they'll never die. -David Sanders 
You know what' s happened, don't you? We just haven ' t got time for our 
friends anymore. - Emma in Spice World 
Viva forever/I'll be waiting/everlasting/like the sun, Live forever/for the 
moment/ever searching/for the one- Spice Girls 
There is a real desensitization of people to wrong doing- Deborah Tannen 
We can ' t live a totally secure life and really live.- Thomas Moore 
Live every year a if it will be your last- Andrea Levine 
Art i beyond ... art elicits emotions. - unknown 
It' s so sad that we don ' t have time for personal contact.- David Cooper 
You cannot purchase a way of life in a mall. - Winona uk ~ 
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Zeynab Moradi 
I myself have never been able to find out precisely what feminism is; I 

only know that people call me a feminist whenever I express senti
ments that differentiate me from a doormat.- Rebecca We t. 

No, no, no, the word love is too strong. Let's just say I'm obsessed with 
him.- Kim 

Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about the things that 
matter. -Martin Luther King Jr. 

We have only one person to blame, and that's each other.- Barry Beck, 
NY Ranger (after a hockey fight) 

Smoking kills. If you're killed, you've lost a very important part of your 
life. - Brooke Shields 

Science without religion is lame, religion without science is blind. 
- Albert Einstein. 

Mommy, you like kind of sick. Are you having an overhang?- Julia 
Being a man has nothing to do with being a guy. - David Yang explains 

to the other guys. 

Errol S. Packard 
Rosebud frozen peas ... full of country goodnes and green peanes ... oh 
that's disgusting.- Orson Welles on The Critic 
If I wasn't crazy I'd go completely insane. -My Dad 
You can't hake the devil's hand and ay you're only kidding. - TMBG 
Hey baby! Denwa bango wa nandeska??- Ian Millican in Japan 
I'm not sure if you're a nice guy or just too tupid to screw with my head- orne 
Why would they make a movie about a gay robot? - Scott about Star Wars 
Me fail Engli h? Thats unpossible! -Ralph on The Simp ons 
People are not born bastards, they have to work at it. - Frank Dane 
Keanu Reeves is a very ... fine ... young actor.- Ed Tenace 
Yes, I've been drinking. I drink from the well of eternal sadne s. - Space Gho 
I've seen better actin' in tough actin' Tinactin! - Chri Rock 
People who quote themselves piss me off. -Errol 

Nicholas Gustavus Pelafas 
Nick, Styopa, The Greek, Fingers, Stavros 

What's that rhythm, what's that sound, party people gettin' down ... - Me, 
Sean, Matt 

Chyort Va mi!!- Ma ha 
Do you realize my bio grade is the direct result of LSD? - Bob Dylan to 

Martin Phlllips 
Bambi, you were amazing last night... - The Adventures of Stavros & Bambi 

Yo prefirido hablar sobre cosas impossible por que lo possible se sa ben 
demasiado. - Silvia Rodriguez 

Love kindergarten! Run though fields! Play in the mud!! - me and Katy to a 
bunch of little kids 

Tibetan Freedom Concert!- T.P.C. 
Nick, put that in your pipe and smoke it.- Mr. Sutton 

If she won't do me, you know, her sister will.- Jimi Hendrix 
I play it cool and dig all jive. That's the reason I stay alive. My motto, as I 

live and learn is: Dig And Be Dug In Return. - Langston Hugbe 
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Elliot Arthur Ramos 
Chico, E, El, "The Elifice" 
You need 10,000 billion times as many people, o you know what you are 
doing this weekend. -Ray ... safety ... -Stoia 
Grab a hold of the Edifice if you wish. - Ed 
Life i a journey, not a destination. - sign 
Here we see John; John is trying his hand ... at his hand.- Bro 
BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!!!!!!!!!!!!! - Saccone 
I'm out. - C-Dawg I was coming hither, and it just broke - Ed 
Smoke E. blows the big ones because he has the runs! - Victor 
You always use your right hand in this ca e. - Ray 
Rome was exhausted but it was till on top. - Tenace 
John Quincy Adams was responsible for. .. (c) his mother's dental 
problems. - US History Test 
NOT funny- Herr W. I'm the real deal, baby! -Evan 
I say to you no flash!!! - Italian Security Guard 
Wow, look at those knockers, aren't they cool?- Benjy 

Emily Richardson 
Em, Emmy D, Ebert 

Dream a if you'll live forever. Live as if you'll die today.- James Dean 
Every man dies, not every man truly live . -Unknown 

Obstacle are thing a person ees when he take his eyes off his goal. - Cossman 
Then when it eerns you will never smile again, life comes back - Picture on desk 

Well, whatever the hell it i get it out of my groin. -Kelly 
Mr. Sutton, do you keep all pointy objects in your pants? - Kendra 

We all have gender; we don't all have sex.- Mr. Stone 
Never date a man who competes with you on the oprano parts. - Me 

Play well or badly, but play truly. - Stanislovsky 
Someone's opinion of you does not have to become your reality.- Unknown 

You're sitting on my butt.- Bart 

Phillip Maurice Lewis Owens 
Nesbitt Rowell II 
Big Phil, Chocolate Thunder, P-Funk, Felicity 
Ah, Putain!!- Nico Hey, hey, hey .... Guess what Phil said ... - Matt H. 
You're so weird.- Becca shieettt- D$ (a.k.a. Deez Nutz) Lemon? .. . - Sara 
Phil, you're too tall to be gay- Laila I got my Phil jeans on ... - Lucas Beesley 
Ok, if knowledge is the key, then just show me the lock ... -Tribe Called Quest 
For some, heaven is only 10 feet up.- Unknown 
I'm on my own jock still, cuz if I don't say I'm the be t tell me who the hell will?- Phife 
Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil: 
for thou art with me; thy rod and thy staff they comfort me. - Psalms 23:4 
If you can't bear no cro ses- you can't wear no crown.- African Spiritual 
Love is the most important thing in the world.- Siddhartha (to Jenny Commons) 
Good, better, best. Never let it rest, until your good is better, and your better i be t. -Mom 
But for so long I've fought, now I'm at a level supreme to the devil... - Tribe 
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Samuel Schnuer 
Schnu, Bubbles, Bastard, Obligatory Male 

I can't give you a new one, but I will write 'Eat me' on it.- Mr. Carrubba 
Maybe, after the wedding, the guys will get in the mood and find girls of their own. -

Ms. Ridenour 
Ju t talking to you makes me horny- Beth F. 

You're a bloated, rotting carcass Murphy!- Zach H. 
Writing is nothing to be ashamed of...as long as you do it alone, and wash your hand 

afterwards. - Eternal Man 
Doug! - Sara C.'s mom upon our first meeting 

You Bastard!- Emily R. , Amanda 0., Beth F., Max, and countless others 
We understand our bodies (subtitle cut) and our minds are yours. -Unknown Anime 

Are all men pigs, or is it just me?- Beth S. as she made me lose a bet. 
It's amazing how much mature wisdom resembles being too tired. - Robert Heilein 

Whatever it is, they make it cheaper and better in Japan.- Spider Robinson 

Daniel Slichter 
Slichter, Slick 
Hi, I'm Errol, and I'm an alcoholic.- Errol 
One pushup? That's easy! - the soccer team 
Do you keep all your pointy objects in your pants, Mr. Sutton?- Kendra 
Go get irn, Stichter! Go get irn! -Doug 
Isst mich! -Sara NEEEIIIIIIINNNN! - Herr W. 
Lets take a little toke of POTential energy!- Ray 
Guys, were goin to Urbana ... -Doug 
So it goes.- Kurt Vonnegut, Slaughterhouse-Five 
Beauty is truth, truth beauty, that is alliY e know on earth, and all ye 
need to know. - John Keats, "Ode on a Grecian Urn" 
J a ja ja, ich bin Do vi, ja ja ja, ich bin in lovi ... rnit meine Flasche von Menneshevitz. 
Dovi Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow/Creeps in this petty pace from 
to day/To the last yllable of recorded time;l And all our yesterdays 
have lighted fools/The way to dusty death. - Shakespeare, Macbeth 
Never let your chooling interfere with your education. - Mark Twain 

Benjamin Smarr 
Benjy, Tumpus, Wee} 

The more I see, the less I believe. - Metallica 
Love beats the demon.- Natural Born Killers 

The isness of things is well worth studying, but it is their whyness that makes 
life worth living. - William Beebe 

All that have faces, forms, voice , colors--these are all mere things .. . but that 
which creates has no form, and it rests where there is no change. 

-Chuang Tzu 
Li a, the whole reason we have elected officials is so that we don't have to 

think. - Homer Simpson 
That's funny for so many reasons.- Bart Simpson 

Watching things fall is almost as good as watching them burn! -Scott 
Do you see what I see? Truth is an offense. - Metallica 

I am so all American, I'll sell you suicide. - Marilyn Manson 
When we come to hang the capitalists they will ell us the rope. - Marx 

If you want your children to be smart, read them stories, if you want them to 
be even smarter, read them more tories. -Einstein 
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Scott Allan Strand 
Squared, Blondie, Dave 
Invest in people and things eternal.- David Warfell 
Nothing a sacrifice. Take joy in everything you do. - Hendrix/Mr. B 
Give me a solid rock on which to stand and I will move the world.- Aristotle 
God never wrote a good play in his life. - Kurt Vonnegut 
Soccer ju t makes the re t of life better! - Nil 
So the Barbary pirates sacked the coast of Chicago .. . you're not listening to a word 
I'm saying, are you?- Mr. Sutton 
You know what the three greatest sounds in the world are? The sound of a ship 
setting ail, an airplane taking off, and a train whistling. - Jimmy Stewart, It's A 
Wonderful Life 
I say when life gives you lemons, wing 'em right back and add in some of your 
own!- Calvin and Hobbes 
And that's the most I ever threw up.- The end of all of Alex's stories 
That's it! You people have stood in my way long enough. I'm going to Clown 
College!- Homer 

Alexander R. Tarr 
've lost the ability to distinguish between what's cute and what's idiotic. - The Critic 

If I cannot be famous, I shall be infamous. - 0 car Wilde 
I've got a bad feeling about this ... - Just about every character in a Star Wars movie 

In the time of chimpanzees I was a monkey. -Beck 
This machine kills facists.- Inscription on Woody Guthrie's guitar 

I know everything! I'm a psycho.- Carl Broadbent 
Red u ually mean warning or danger ... or beef if it' s a bullion cube.- Alsatia in Toys 

r than the average bear. - Yogi Bear Scuzzi. Grazzi. Preggo. - Nancy et Papa 
Regularized!- Dr. Ed Tenace Shazbut.- Kane and Kodos 

Oo-de-lally, Oo-de-lally, golly what a day! -The Rooster in Robin Hood 
Inese are igns of the times. They do not ignify that tomorrow a miracle will happen. 

They show that the present society is no solid crystal, but an organism capable of 
change and is constantly changing.- Karl Marx 

Rebecca Marie Tabb 
Becca (B), Angel, rtabb, Tatyana 
He is so unbustamoveable. - Ginny Boys are rotten - Alexandra 
Shhhhbequiet. - Ms. Natalie, my little sis That is so begill. - Gilly & me 
You hould always go to other people's funerals. Otherwise, they won't come to 
yours!- Yogi Berra You're a smart ass. - Taka Me siento.- Katie 
You guys watched a movie last night? How much did you see? - Ginny & me 
Or maybe we could just go eat a bunch of caramels. Because when you think 
about it, its just as arbitrary a drinking coffee. - Good Will Hunting 
You are not lucky in life. Start saving for your time of need. - a fotune cookie 
Did you know that the more you laugh the longer you'll live? I think you're 
going to live to be 100! -Maya Fineberg to me, the hyper eight year old . 
.. the only people for me are the mad ones, the ones who are mad to live .... the ones 
who never yawn or say a commonplace thing, but bum, bum, bum like fabulous 
yellow roman candles exploding like spiders across the stars - On the Road 
Most folks are ju t about a happy as they want to be. - Abraham Lincoln 
When you wish upon a star/makes no difference who you are/anything your 
heart desires will come to you.- When you wish upon a star, Pinochio 
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Charles Terry 
And then the Roman came torrning in, like so many ants in my 

girlfriend's apartment. I kill the ants! I kill the ants! -Eddie Tenace 
Aye, you darn kids . Give me my Lucky Charms. I'm an angry little 

leprechaun. -me, Slichter and Nathaniel 
Question ... have you seen ... Braveheart?!- Erik Wright 

Buffalo Soldier!!! - me, Dave and Matt 
I could get rim .. .if I wasn't wearing jeans. -Chris Warren 

Hey, look in my pocket. It's a porkchop! -David Yang 
Why does old Charlie Company alway get the shaft? - Thin Red Line 

God is love, I said, but art's the possibility of forms, and shadows are the 
ource of identity.- Ralph Ellison, Juneteenth 

Where was it that we were together? Who were you that I lived with; 
walked with? The brother; the friend.- Thin Red Line 

I don 't have to be what you want me to be; I'm free to be what I want.
Muhammad Ali 

Alexander N. Thaler 
Thay-Tha~ Thay-Chon,Atha 
Wherever they bum books they will al o, in the end, bum human being . - H Heine 
All animals are equal but some animal are more equal than others. - Animal Farm 
Only two things are infinite, the univer e and human stupidity, and I'm not 
sure about the former. - Albert Einstein I'll only play if it' trip poker. - Bea 
An athei t is a person who has no invisible means of support. - John Buch 
Why i it when we talk to God we're praying - but when God talks to us, we're 
schizophrenic?- Lily Tomlin I am queen ... drag queen! -Martin 
Why would anyone refuse Apollo. He's like one of those Hawaiian urfer studs. - W eej 
You won my soul playing poker with Andy. Now you're re pon ible for my 
well-being.- Jenn Yeah. A exy guy. I ee lots of exy guy . -Sam 

David James Thomas 
Mr. T, D-Town, Wendy, Deezo, D-Pac 

I didn't lo e the gold, I won the silver. -Michelle Kwan 
What's up fool? -CSV Date her driver licen e.- MEH 

... picture me rollin- 2PAC Your love ain't ko ha. -Dovi 
The good die mostly over bullshit.- GOODIE M.O.B . 

Is this your fake or your real?- U of I Bike Cop 
Each mic is a mineral, poetry's protein. - Rakim 

Did you hear about the rose that grew from a crack in the concrete? 
Proving nature' law is wrong it learned to walk without having feet. 

Funny it seems, but by keeping it's dream , it learned to breathe fresh air. 
Long live the rose that grew from concrete when no one el e ever cared.- 2PAC 

Take one's adversity. Learn from their misfortune. Learn from their pain. 
Believe in something. Believe in yourself. Turn adversity into ambition. 
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Now blossom into wealth - 2PAC 
Failed to stop at crosswalk - Violation from Bike Cop 

It' Arturo Gatti's daughter!! -Matt, Tony, and I 



Virginia Claire Tucker 
Ginny, Gin-Gin Rockefeller 
People don't have to be perfect to be worth knowing.- Daddy 
He i the most unbu tamoveable guy ever. - Becca & me 
Ginny, you're one of the guys. Almost.- Phil 
Some things have to be believed to be seen. - Ralph Hodgson 
The lord is my strength and my shield; my heart trust him and I am helped. 
-Psalm 28:7 
True friends are hard to come by. - Calvin & Hobbes 
He is so whipped! How did you do that? You're too young to know how to do 
that! -my older bro Now that I'm naked, why not? - Gilly 
These girls, they come to me and they say "Pastor, pastor, I'm in love," and 
I say, "Girl, you ain ' t in love, you're in heat!"- speaker at FCA camp 
Blessed are those that can give without remembering, and take without 
forgetting. - Elizabeth Bibesco 
Despite that amazing display of cunning, reflex and physical prowess, your 
tail still has a death grip on your butt. - Calvin & Hobbes 

Claire Ellen W egel 
Clarabelle, Claywis 
Cigarette and grape , definitely. - Jenn 

I'm sure there are gay koalas *somewhere*! - Beatrice 
They quished her stomach, and it came out in her boob . She look really 

good now! - Roaa 
Boys smell.- Chaela Ummmuh .. .. - Chas 

It's my birthday; I don't have to do any work! -Kevin 
Our parents creep me out. - Chas 

That' like the dog I had, then it died. - Zach 
Does he eat carrots?- Jenn I want a mine! - Beatrice 

Ju t remember the Twinkie Principal: it's all fluff in the middle. -Keith 
Well, he's not the brightest crayon in the box. - Daron 

Melissa Wei 
Mel, Moolisser, Elvis 
To maintain one's self on this earth is not a hardship but a pastime so 
long as we live imply and wisely.- Thoreau 
Towa-cho! - G-Ridahs Lian, Cyndra, Charles, me 
When it rains , it pours. - Morton salt 
Dork virus prurient! -Ariel 
I can't dance by my elf.. .. - Matt Molchen 
Get down in the mud! Get nasty! - Cadet Vandevender during PT 
Sail along, silver girl/sail along by/your time has come, to shine, on 
your dream along that way. - Simon & Garfunkel 
Change the things that can be changed, accept those that cannot, and have 
the wisdom to know the difference. - serenity prayer, Zen philosophy 
I walked up to the lip of the water and let the foamy tongue of the 
rushing liquid lick my toes. - Anne Lamott 
Uni Hiiigh for Liiife, Uni High till I die! - Katy, Nick, track '98 
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A vital Weinberg 
I can't control my destiny /I trust my soul/my only goal is just to be. - RENT 
I aw the angel in the marble and carved until I et him free. - Michelangelo 

There's a sea secret in me/it's plain to ee it is rising/but I must be flowing liquid 
diamonds/calling for my oul/at the comers of the world. - Tori Amos 

Color is like food for the pirit, plus it's not addictive or fattening. -Isaac Mizrahi 
Exi tat the threshold of what you don't know- Matthew Girson, Art Teacher 
Man's first beauty i to be artificial. - Oscar Wilde and guy in a corset at RISD 

Reality can be beaten with enough imagination. - Anonymous 
Art can bring us back to our own senses, bring us back to our spirits, 

bring us back to our souls, and restore what we're really in danger of loo ing, 
which is a sense of community, a sense of memory of the human race, of the 

world, of our potential to be enlightened beings. - Meredith Monk 
Never forget who you are/Little star/Never forget how to dream/Butterfly -Madonna 

I took the road le s traveled by, and that made all the difference.- Robert Frost 
It' s funny how beautiful people look when they're walking out the door.- Velvet 

Goldmine 
The only thing to do is jump over the moon! -RENT 

Nichole Wleklinski 
Chole, Sweetie 

Real Winners suck lo ers dry. If you wanna ---with the Eagle , you gotta learn to fly. - Heatl: 
Jack of all trade , rna ter of none.- my rna 
Nature you are my bride, take me. - ORLANDO 
Tibetan Freedom Concert!- Nick, Art, me You ay there' s no devil , well it' just God 
when he' drunk.- Tom Waits This shit tastes like as ! -Matt H. 
Oooh, mini donuts! - Gumbi Retardation sucks. - Elliot 
I want to thank you for being my friend, time and time again. - Phil 
Why don ' t we just burn them all!- Benjy 
She was an Indiana girl from an Indiana town. -Tom Petty 
Sometimes I think you' re my angel.- Art YOU HAVE TO FORGET ABOUT WHA' 
OTHER PEOPLE SAY, WHEN YOU'RE SUPPOSED TO DIE, OR WHEN YOU' RE 
SUPPOSED TO BE LOVING. YOU GOTTA FORGET ABOUT ALL THESE TlllN 
YOU HAVE TO GO ON AND BE CRAZY. CRAZINESS IS LIKE HEAVEN.- Jam1 
Marshall Hendrix 

Emily Wisseman 
Emmy, Em, Curly, Blondie 

I want to invent little pygmy monkeys that you can keep in your pocket 
and feed miniature bananas. - Nick 

Give it to me baby! -Julie 
I'm not hairy, I'm festively furry! -Nick 

Humor is the shortest distance between two people. - Victor Borge 
Play .. . it is the secret to perpetual youth/Yesterday i but a dream and 

tomorrow is only a vision;/but today well-lived makes every yesterday a 
dream of happiness. - back of Red Zinger tea box 

Of all the things I have ever lost, I miss my mind the most. - Steven Tyler 
The greatest sin of our time is not the few who have destroyed , but the va t 

majority who sat idly by.- Martin Luther King Jr. 
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The purpose of life is a life of purpose. - Robert Byrne 
Nothing is quite as scary when you have a be t friend . - Calvin 



David Yang 
Yangtime, Yangsta da Gangsta 
Putting the stud back in StudCo - Junior Year Campaign 
Pity party, party of one, your table's ready Mr. Yang ... Boo-yah- Grace 
David, that's not cooked!! Hurry, drink a lot of liquor!! -Mom 
... only a few in each generation will grasp and achieve the full reality of 
man's proper stature .. .It is those few that move the world and give life its 
meaning. - The Fountainhead 
This is one of those times/that you want to remember. .. /To watch people 
and see them,/as they are, as they should always be/happy and alive,/to see 
their feelings./This is one of those times/that makes you wonder if you'll 
forget./if you'll ever be happier./This i one of those times/that you long 
for/when you long to freeze things/for your children,/to tell them,/the way 
you were told,/so that maybe they'lUunderstand:/This is one of those times. 
- Celeste LeCompte 

Erik Wright 
If someone tells you that you are the sort of person he can trust, ask 

yourself who the people are that he cannot trust, and you will find that 
they are wi er and better informed than you. - A. Monoh 

For gnarling orrow hath le s power to bite/The man that mocks it and sets 
it light. - Shakespeare 

We ... being weary of the world's empire , bow down to you.- Yeats 

Crystal Yates-White 
At this point in my life, I'd like to live as if only love mattered, as if 
redemption was in sight, as if the search to live honestly is all that anyone 
needs, no matter if you find it. - Tracy Chapman 
Do that which is assigned you, and you cannot hope too much or dare too 
much. - Emerson 
Aut tace, Aut Loquere Meliora Silentio. - Salvator Rosa 
Create in me a pure heart, o God, and renew a right spirit within me. -
Palm 51:10 
Stay tough here! -Lulu 
We're mathematicians, so we can have that perverted mind.- Mr . 
Jockusch 
Love of life means hope for me, borne on a new day.- John David 
You're my love, my inspiration.- Benjy 
Charm me asleep and melt me so. 



Ariel Zodhiates 
In the dark I'm loud and juicy! - Cele te 

Not MAMA! It's beat BAMA! Rhymes with damn-uh!- Papa Smurf 
Uh-oh! Ariel' being a boy again.- Slichter 

Do you realize how weird we would think our conver ations are if we were both 
awake? - Galen 

Pucker up, Bambi - Sexy Stavros 
It's Dork Miss Prurient!!! - Dork Virus Meli a 

Uni High 4life!!! Uni High ' til we dieeee!!!- Girls' Track & Nick 
Mothers tell your children/Be quick you must be trong/Life is full of wonder/ 

Love is never wrong - Melissa Etheridge 
What looks like crazy on an ordinary day looks a lot like love when you catch it in 

the moonlight. - Pearl Cleage 
Your love is better than ice cream, it's better than anything else that I've tried .. .it's 

a long way down to the place where we started from. - Sarah McLachlan 
Why take when you could be giving/why watch as the world goes by/it's a hard 
enough life to be living/why walk when you can fly? - Mary Chapin Carpenter 

And the less I seek my source for some definitive/the closer I am to fine ... 
- Indigo Girl 

But today is the day we break free ... anything could happen, I know - Poe 

Dedication: 
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Crystal Zych 
Crys, Rachel, Lillian 
Say PLEASE!! - me & Jenney 
Oh! I think I alerted the dumb police! -Errol 
I've never been straight before! -Maria 
HOT! -me & Ilina 
Jason, I'm going to give you my uterus, okay?- Jessie Glynn 
You drive me craaazy ... - everyone at Savoy 
Si prega villa? - guy in Rome to me & Celeste 
Gang rape!! ! - Stichter & Scott 
These are crazy days/ but they keep me sane/ time keeps rolling by.
And its crazy/ it seems it'll never let up/ but please, you got to keep ya 
head up. - Tupac 
Dream as if you'll live forever. Live as if you'll die today. - Jame Dean 

The 1999-2000 yearbook is dedicated to Mr. Sutton by the vote of the 
class. Most of us were first introduced to Mr. Sutton our Junior year when 
taught us the wonders of American History. He kept his lectures interesti 
with his witty comments and sense of humor. Barbary pirates, 4:20 jokes 
dirty Bert and Ernie stories, class walkouts on Art, 60's stories, '-'UJ.J.~ •:JL"-l 

Whatevers and "Up yours, Vilas Dhar!" kept us laughing through the peri 
We all loved him so much that a third of the class returned the next year 
take American History Seminar, with many others who wished they had 
plied for the class earlier. Besides his fantastic teaching, he affected our · 
outside the classroom. He led groups of students to Mississippi every 
led the famous Football Club, was always open for friendly conversation 
the hallways, loaned us money when we were broke, and was a great friend 
many of the students. We were his first class after a year off from ... '"' ......... u .... .-,~ 
but he didn't miss a beat. We were lucky to have him--thank you Mr. Su 
we'll always remember you. 



Looking Back ... 

(l-r, t-b) Nichole, Becca, and Sean chill 
out at the 1996 subbie dance; Phil and 
Dave enjoy their free time during the 
'96 tornado drill; Celeste and len Chen 
show off their beautiful smiles during 
the Subbie Retreat; "/ once caught a 
fish this big," exclaims Andy Mitas; 
Anna, Jennifer Meyer, and Mara eye 
the senior guys. 
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(l-r, t-b) Singing makes Andrew WAY too 
happy; Mike, Betsy and Meridith take 
turns filling out the Purity Test; The 
mandatory "Sam reading a girls' 
magazine" picture; Aya, Jenn, and Emily 
try to hide elbowing Claire to death; Andy 
and Benjy are brought close by the power 
of Powerade. 
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(1-r, t-b) Matt thinks no none can see 
him make his move on Nichole; Jenni
fer thinks that she 's gonna take 
Julianne's lunch money, but little does 
she know Julianne 's just come back from 
RAD class ... ; Grandpas Scott and Alex 
pose for the geriatric issue of Playgirl; 
Ariel and Roaa reminisce about fresh
man year 's Romeo and Juliet plays; 
Brian acts smug for the camera; Crys
tal brightens up any room she walks 
into. 
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Most Athletic: Tyson and Sara 

Cutest: Sean and Melissa 

Best Dressed: Marc and Becca 

Most Fashionable: Nick and Tali 

Most Original: Alex Tarr and Tali 

Nicest: Scott and Betsy 

Senior Ballots 

Biggest Flirt: Nick and Celeste 

Loudest: Andy and Kim 

Craziest: Nick and Nichole 

Best Couple: Benjy and Crystal Y-W 

Best Imaginary Couple 1: Tyson and Ginny 

Best Imaginary Couple 2: Charles and Melissa 

Dirtiest Mind: Elliot and Ariel 

Most Naive: Kendall and Melissa 

Funniest: Jack and Roaa 

Most School Spirit: Slichter and Melissa 

Cheerleader Wannabe: Nick and Bea 

Best Smile: Matt and Meredith 

Most Friendly: Andy and Meredith 

Shyest: Kendall and Mara 

Best Hair: Phil and Roaa 

Most Artistic: Jack and Tali 

Teacher's Pet: Bryan and Jennifer Chen 

Teacher's Enemy: Art and Gumbi 

Best Dancer: Nick and Nichole 

Laziest: Matt and Crystal Z. 

Most Diligent: Bryan and Melissa 

Most Likely to Succeed: Slichter and Celeste 

Most Normal: Phil and Becca 

Biggest Politican: Yang and Celeste 

Most Opinionated: Andy and Becca 

Spaciest: Dovi and Emily W. 

Happiest: Andrew and Meredith 

Most Changed: Stichter and Crystal Z. 
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And the winners are ..... (l-r, t-b) 
Matt and Meredith for Best Smile, 
Phil and Roaafor Best Hair, Tyson 
and Sara for Most Athletic, Nick 

and Celeste for Biggest Flirt, Alex 
and Tali for Most Original, Becca 
and Marc for Best Dressed, and 
Scott and Betsy for Nicest. 



Senior Prophecy 
Roaa Al-Heeti is a hairdresser to the stars AND the first Islamic female 
president of the United States. Marc Alexander is GQ' s sexiest man alive, and 
writes fashion advice columns in the New York Times. Mara Bandy's novel has 
won the Pulitzer Prize for five years In a row. Betsy Braden is saving 
children from poverty and doing very nice things. Beatrice Burton is married 
to Dan Pleck. Jennifer Chen and Julianne Kuck are still best buds and write 
for the MIT daily paper. Kendall Chuang is a philosophy gigolo. Up yours 
Vilas Dhar, you ' re CEO of Microsoft!! Mike Enloe is taller than Phil and is 
an awesome basketball player. Matt Harrington is a Southern Baptist minister 
with five wives. Jennifer Iversen runs Bellevue mental hospital. David 
Jacobson is aide to Ambassador J aako and president of Yeshiva University. 
Colin Kennedy is a bassist for an Irish pub band. Art Kolchinsky is 6 ' 8" and 
designs graphics for the Russian National Basketball Team. Ayako Komatsu IS 
an Olympic class archer. Andreana Lao Is the proctor for . the National 
Spelling Bee. Celeste LeCompte is poet laureate of the U.S. Duane Linton is 

National Geographic photographer. Bryan Lung runs his own airline, builds 
all the airplanes for it, and flies them all too. Kim Ly is an activist 
against Amtrak' s unfair policies and an opera singer. Meredith Main is still 
miling sweetly. Oksana Maksymchuk is our UN representative. Tyson Masar is 

singer for LFO and a New York prostitute (That's what he wants to be! No , 
really!). Virginia McCreary climbs Mt. Everest and paints a picture from the 
top. Andrew McNabb is a bagpipe rocker. Sara Medendorp is a professional 
volleyball player and still talks to her birds. Andy Mitas is a Montana fly-
fisherman who tours with REM. Sean Morales-Doyle is Steve Buscemi. Zeynab 
Moradi makes her Exploravision dream come true. Errol Packard speaks 20 
languages and sings for Radiohead. Nick Pelafas is a successful Wall Street 
~ntrepreneur with 200 secretaries. Elliot Ramos Is a Major League Catcher. 
Emily Richardson is a Hollywood starlet, and gets all the leading roles. 
Phil Rowell turns Muslim and adds 6 new middle names. Sam Schnuer eats RICE 
md tours with Lillith Fair. Dan Slichter figures out how to resurrect 
Einstien, challenges him to a physics showdown, and wins. Benjy Smarr designs 
Jig beautiful computer graphics and 1s still loved by all yearbook editors. 
Scott Strand stars in his own Pantene Pro-V commercial. Becca Tabb is the 
;martest cheerleader for Northwestern. Alex Tarr is busy with his socialist 
·evolution and putting it on TV. Charles Terry runs. And runs. And runs. And 
wins medals. Alex Thaler is MTV's newest VJ. David Thomas is Surgeon General. 
~~"inny Tucker runs Ginny's Country Cookin' in Holland. Claire Wegel is mother 
>f the world, and loved by all. Melissa Wei runs to all of U2' s concerts , and 

very cute. Tali Weinberg's masterpieces are featured 1n the top arthouses. 
~mily Wisseman is a stunning redhead and protects the forests of the world. 
~ichole Wleklinski is Versace's head fashion designer. Erik Wright runs 
tcross America and whistles to cheer up sick children. David Yang is late and 
till successful. Crystal Yates-White is an activist for the elderly. Ariel 
~odhiates owns a flock of rebel geese and teaches them dirty jokes ... and 
in ally , Crystal Zych owns Savoy 16. 
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Melissa Wei Rebecca Tabb Alex Thaler Alex Tarr 

Nichole Wleklenski Ginny Tucker Matt Harrington Meredith Main 

Mike Enloe Jennifer Iversen David Jacobson 

Roaa Al-Heeti Celeste LeCompte Duane Linton 
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Crystal Yates- White Sean Morales-Doyle Phillip Rowell 

Nick Pelafas Crystal Zych Sam Schnuer 

Elliot Ramos 

Jennifer Chen Tyson Masar Beatrice Burton Andy Mitas 

Bryan Lung Marc Alexander Andrew McNabb Ariel Zodhiates Emily Wisseman '* .. ~· 115 



s 
I, Marc Ryan Alexander, being of ___ mind and ___ body, do hereby bequeath the 
following gibberish. Nick Smith--A kick in the ass and a pat on the back. Isserman-
Another kick in the ass and a four-leaf clover. You KNOW Irish rule. Fahrner--A mythical 
pool game and my mad trumpet skills. Goodall--A couple of rides to dinner and the perfect 
man. Moiphy--Yet another conversation about a ceratin someone. To Doug, will you play 
chess with me? HEED! PANTS! NOW!!! Sims--The entire chorus, and a few new basses. 
Maria--Last Kiss, some sleep, and someone new to keep you from going crazy. Have fun! 
Noah Z.--Lots and lots of lights. Jenny B.--One large bag chock full of cash. Kelly--The 
entire male portion of Uni High Theater. Faith--One fifth period and a couple of perverted 
guys. Ian--one more year of orchestra! HA! Sapp--Second Trumpet. Keep it cool my 
trumpet bros. Bethy gets ... Tech Week! Complete with the Courier, may it never clie. Murphy 
gets sanity, peace, and a new Mike/Grossman, to keep you on your toes. Mr. Sutton gets a 
"Heyyy, Mr. S!" To the rest of you I leave a smile and several crisp dollar bills, to pay back 
the money you probably lent me. Enjoy yourselves immensely, I'll miss you all. It's been 
my pleasure. 

I, Roaa Al-Heeti, being of fairly impressive mind, body and soul, do hereby leave the fol
lowing belonging to these wonderful people: To Chaela I leave a bone crushing hug for 
each beautiful new day, to Naflsah every black scarf I will ever own and UMEC to perfect, 
to Suraiya a pretty flower, to Boshra what little punctuality I possess, to Jason a million 
coupon packets to post all over Uni, to Beesley I leave butterfly clips and row boats, to Mrs. 
Laughlin I leave the greatest Golden Apple Award of all and to Mr. B. I leave a classroom 
of students as enthusiastic as you, to Ray I leave better jokes, to Lisa a Friday nap time party, 
to MYG a convention a month, to Omar every new Blitz game that comes out and to Abrar 
I leave Furbies, Pokemon and Barbies, to Mama and Baba, nothing I give you will ever be 
enough-- you've given me the world, and I could never even try to return the favor, to Uni 
students I leave a standing ovation, just being at this school is an accomplishment in and of 
itself, And to humanity, I leave a world where a child can grow up and not have to encounter 
hunger, fear, or violenc but instead enjoy their childhood to the greatest extent... 

I, Betsy Braden, leave the Geckos tons of chocolate muffin and a jump off the high dive; to 
Kathryn, a CD contract, a lane six butt- hake, and 10 SO's on the 35; to Chaela, T.J. Max 
undie ; to K & C, best wishes for a great senior season. To Melissa H., I leave p.r.' in the 50 
& 100 free; to Steph. , a 500 & 200-less meet; to Katie S., a ride to swimming one hour early; 
and to Francis, a day when her hair curls under. To I4BW, I leave a trip to see Azul; to Beth 
and Nick S., I leave the awe omest Interact in town and TIMES brownies. To Allison B. , I 
leave a snakeless senior year and my thanks for being a great friend . To Sims, I leave a day 
reserved for just you and the organ, and my congratulation for being a great per on. To 
Sims, Ian, Nicola, and Doug, I leave the ROCK; to Doug, I leave a swim in the Salt Fork 
with biting fish. To the madrigals, I leave a 6 a.m. rehearsal and 1 of 4 vacant alto seats. I 
leave Christine's role in Phantom of the Opera to Young-B. To Leila A., I leave the hardest 
working flute award. To Ty, I leave a tennis scholar hip to the college of his choice. Tara 
gets 2nd prize for slowest changer in 1st hour PE. To all my teachers, thank you for chal
lenging me and for broadening my horizons. I will miss you all! 

I, Beatrice Burton, being of very little mind but voluptuous body, do hereby bequeath the 
following : to Chas, I leave a TI-83 and a slimming sweater. To Dan Pleck, a smile and a 
wave in the halls. To Chaela, I leave endless yards of material and a pair of shoes to match. 
To Sara Smith, I leave a much better secret buddy for next year than I was this year. To 
Sanaz, I leave the cheerleading positions on volleyball. Also, Snaz, don't forget about the 
"Sorry I hit your car" note --you know how much Merf loves that. To Ben (my future
brother-in-law), I leave a thousand trips to campus (food included), my grandma's poundcake, 
and Ali . Thanks for putting up with me for these four years. To Derek, I leave a "Hellooo 
Derek" from Alice. To Mr. Sutton, I leave a detailed hi toriographical outline. To the 
librarians, may the party in the library (oh yeah, oh yeah) never end. I love those little pink 
notes! To the entire staff, faculty, and student body, thanks for making my years at Uni so 
memorable and wonderful. 

I, Jennifer M . Chen, of feline mind and RAD body, bequeath the following: to the madrigals 
I leave a bowl of the best (alto power!) . To Anita C, Priya I, Tal Z , Evan, Yong-Bee, Charlie, 
and Anu, I leave 3 shi-tzus (take care of Ms. Gomez for me!!!). To RAY, Janeki, and 
Ayesha I leave AAC (bring it to life). To Tony and the as t. eds I leave long hours in the 
Mac Lab-- make it good. To the subbies (2001) from 96-97, I leave 7th hour PE and my love 
(you remember). To Chris 0 I give a ride to school, finally(!!!), and concertmaster forever! 
To Beth, I leave BACON. NickS gets thanks for Thespianizing me finally (flappation, oh 
my). Meera gets no more Dawid! Gillian gets a peaceful ride home with her choice of 
music. Johnny Z gets Law Explorers-- you rock! Noah I gets a Life-time supply of back 
massages. Evan gets Chocolate-Chunky-Hunky. To the Habitat 2000 folks (Mr. Jack= Buff 
Master!) I leave amazing memories, the BUFF CREW (House 19!), "Real," the Elvis cup, 
and monkeyonkey! To Tara, I leave Dakota and hugs. To Ian (letter Aen!) I leave velveteen. 
To Benny S I leave TARZAN, I'M DRUNK, and a wink. I want to thank all of my teachers, 
and especially Porreca, Uncle Bill, Mr. Stone, Mr. B, Ms. Jockusch, Suslick, Mr. Zode, and 
Ms. Castellon, for their influence on me. Dean, Lisa, and Debbie get tons of special thanks 
for all their help and support (I couldn't have done it without all y'all)!!! Murphy gets green
smoking-engineering-punch, a pouty face, Mrs. Miller, and eternal thanks for helping me 
find my voice. I leave David Sims "get-fruitay" and puppy-dog eyes. Finally, I leave every
one Old Spice, lots of hugs, a back massage, and my love-- trea ure your time at Uni!!! 
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I, Kangtao Kendall Chuang, being of sound mind and body, do confer to University Labo
ratory High School memories of my presence. To the people who went on the Greece trip 
with me, I confer many bottles of in vi ible t ikoudia. To the chess team, I confer my incred· 
ible luck. To future physics classes, I confer the experience of the most memorable Uni 
physic lab/field trip of the millenium, (which ends 12/31/2000). 

I, Michael David Enloe, being absent of mind and body, do leave the following thing to the 
folowing people: To Nick Smith- all of my former girlfriends: To Aynn- my starting pot 
and my ever-so-soft touch: To all the girls I ever loved (or just been with for one night)-the 
memories!: To the subbie boys- my height: To the world- my infinite wisdom (oh never
mind): To Dave- an alarm clock so you never miss PE again: To the girls at Uni- may you 
someday look as good as I do! ?!: To Evan- a deeper voice: To Shapiro- a water pistol: To 
Derek some bigger shoes so you won't break your toe again: To the Junior class- one more 
year: To Mr. Bild- an elevator key: To Faith- some carpet cleaner: To Bailey- $10: To the 
faculty- aren't you glad I'm gone?: To the basketball team- my leadership and example: To 
anyone I've ever hurt- an apology: and Finally, to the entire student body- a picture of me 
naked ... (baby picture- calm down). 

Umm .. .I, Matt Harrington leave the following stuff to the following people. Tony ... you get 
a million basement parties and "I'm sleep." Shap gets some staying power and that date with 
Connie Whatever. Gillian, you get a war tory. Ben, urn, you get some balls so you don't get 
your ass whipped every day. Jenny ... umm .. . you get jumping jacks, strip pool, I like you an 
elephant, and a piece of my heart. Rice get Ethan Chew, f- higgty and a dead body. Flynn 
gets NBA 2K, a car with mad bumps and his tape that I took. Ciolli gets a basketball talk 
about sex. Faith gets a night with her favorite guy .. .TONY. Chang gets lacking off rights in 
Japane e and the knowledge that he can never be black. Traci gets to unload the grocerie so 
that we can talk to her morn on the phone. Nikki B. gets a dream date with Ty on in 4 years 
when it won't be illegal. Umm .. .l think that might be it. Oh yeah, Deezo, estle and 
Quik ... CUBBIES forever!! And all y'all who didn't get anything or who I forgot about, my 
beezy, but peace out. 

I, Jenn Iversen, of heiferish body and exhausted mind, do bequeath the e goodies-- to Dan 
Pleck: Alex Tarr. Good luck; Jackie: a "JACKIE!" and a no e squish; Frances: a Britney 
Spears boob (yes, only one); Katie: a stre -free junior year; Abby: hair dye and Thursday 
night ; Fatalie: a really long ponytail for me to yank; Doug: egg and sheep; Sanaz: blood; 
Maria: a squeak and a hug; Emilia: MAD PUPPETS!!!! AlEEE; Noah Z: normal hair; 
Chas: an angel and a smile; llina:the girls soccer team and Senor Pauls; Carol: chocolate 
chip banana bread, whenever you want it; Ryoko: day-old couscous and pasta (and Brice); 
Diane: an anatomically-correct pig, 50 boule , and Kim's babies; Chaela: SCHLARMAN!, 
exploding Barbies, a boy who doe n'tsmell, and a cock in a frock on a rock; Coach Beesley: 
butterflies; Sally: a year of nobody passing out; Mr. Garvey: bonbons and a woman; Gee· 
kos: toefish! and a diving team. Thanks for making this eason o wonderful; Soccer: 
Mahomet. You know what to do. Derek: The computer's all yours! Enjoy. And tay outta 
my room. To all of Uni: Derek. Take care of him, he's my favorite brother. To the faculty, 
especially DS, RL, CB, BS, JG, and LL, my undying gratitude for your patience with me 
for 5 much-too-short year . To anyone I forgot, my apologies and a hug. Goodbye, it was 
fun . 

I Do vi Jacob on, being of dead sexy body and kipa-supporting mind, as well as your daddy, 
leave the following items to my following Nigs: To Shap, Noah, Gillian, Binyomin Leff, 
and Rabbi Mattityahu Harrington, many rockin games of dreidel , meals at McDonald and 
other fine establishments, and the knowledge that Harrison Ford's half Jewish, Goldie Hawn 
is too; put them both together, you get one fme-lookin Jew. To Tony I leave orne money 
and Faith, I leave you the ever- eductive ftfth-period dance and Everclear CD . To Bailey I 
leave my subbie girls uniform, and to all the basketball boys, the knowledge that with enough 
Sabbath games, training, and determination, your jerseys may hang alongside mine in the 
Kenney Gym rafters. To Zincface, Joe Mama, Shap, Tony, (and Jackie) I leave many pro
ductive first-periods, and the wish for continued succes in F Scriggity Scrank II: TheRe
turn of the Refer. To DJ Russ, I leave many kind and caring students who realize the pre -
sure doing the homework put on an overburdened teacher. To aU my teachers and Irna and 
Abba, thanks for helping me realize the importance of working hard in school and the knowl
edge that Dis for Dovi . To all my biznotches, I leave the Love Theorem, and to Herren W 
und May, der Wi send dass ich irnmer gut Deut ch speaken will e. Peace out, yo, and keep it 
real in Y5 .76 I K. 

I, Art Kolchin ky, leave this crap to the following: to Kyle Barkmeier, a cardboard brick 
and the Roach Coach; to Liesel, more walks around campus; to Martin Ceperley, some trip 
to the moon; to Tony Khan, Windex vomit-remover; to Dave Porreca a better job and a 
suitcase full of No-Doz; to Sutton, chemotherapy for his no tril cancer; to David Kaplan, I 
leave Castellon 's affection; to Faith, a joke at her expense; to A yo, some therapy; to Mr. Z, 
my abundance of hair. Everybody el e gets to go to this chool some more. 

I, Julianne M . Kuck, bequeath the following to people. Carol: as many docs, stalkees, and 
rides as you could ever want. Also you and Michelle may have deutschklub, and my per
mission to get blue shirts. Ty, Jacey, and the rest of LIFE: thank you, and keep it going, cuz 
Uni needs it. Jimmy: don't forget beans and cups, and good luck in everything. Evan: you 
just have to ASK for a ride and you can have it! Noah: wonderful neighbors to take my 
place, and hot chocolate if you ever have to ride the bu . 8 OD Bu Buddies: keep up the 
tradition! To Mr. Bergandine, Mr. B, Carrubba (no more field trips), Ms. Jockusch, Ms. 
Laughlin, Lisa, Ms. Suslick, Mr. Sutton, Herr W , and the rest of my wonderful teachers (all 
of you!): my gratitude forever and always. To my cia s, have a good life, it's been great, I 
love you all. See you around. 

I, Celeste LeCompte, being of questionably ound mind and body, do hereby bequeath the 
following: Doug gets a midget gardener, a kite, and Central Park. Have a Blast. Katerina 
gets shocking conver ations and an appreciation for curves. To atalie P. I leave my admi-



gets shocking conversations and an appreciation for curves. To Natalie P. I leave my admi
ration and encouragement of her writing. To Jason B. (my true love), a moral empire and a 
foreign girlfriend, both to do as he pleases with. *SLAP* goes to Jimmy Prell, along with 
Unique and a recipie for steamed artichoke hearts. Emilia gets a weird look, kisses, and to 
keep Van Gogh's Bad Cafe. Leila A. gets to show off her audacity to more people, I leave 
Noah Z. some respect for his elders, ladder splinters, and the lightboard. Kyle gets a big. 
wet. kiss. and some fluffyness. To Seenyers- Ariel, another sister, *bowls* for ice cream, 
and secrets; Colin, a girl with glowing breasts and weight loss pills; Tali , real wings, the 
weapon of her choice, and some sleep; Slichter, birth certificates proving our early separa
tion ; Nick, the black book of subyear and a definition of "hypocri y"; Alex, gossip and the 
abil1ty to keep a secret; Nichole gets adventures and to save the world; and JenChen, Franties, 
rubber chickens, someone who listens, and laughing till you can't breathe. 

The following people are cool (alphabetically by last) : BsBill Abrams, Ayo, Leila, Tara 
(Body Love), Dana, Kyle, Abby, Jason, Gillybean, Guy, Cucumber, Carl, "Hello, Mr. 
Cekander", Martin (Photography Club), Chang (my bodyguard), Anarchy, Anna, Jing, 
Lauren, Climer, Chas (nice boots), Stephie, Terence, Ligia (a new morning star), Kelly, 
Jacey, Ty (chump), the Fahrner kids, Kathryn (type your paper, ma'am?), Masha, Andrea 
(eight bucks and orne ice cream), Dang, Dan Hill , Mel1ssa, Noah, the Ito family (especially 
Sensei), Derek, Priya (maybe you'll grow into it), Ashwin, Ilina, Ben (Hi Alison), Molly!!, 
Yong-Boo (some goooood Iovin'), Mela, the Main family, Fanzi, Gabe, Charles, Helen, 
Ruth, Alex, Sanaz (does NOT need valium), Bob, Bo hra, Ann but not her brother, Kate, 
Ryoko, Ian, Cotto, Anu, Janaki, Meera, Katerina, Portis, Jimmy-boy, Nat (thanx for every
thing), Suraiya, Jackie, Eithan, Joss, Val, Laila, the Sapp legacy, Stevie, Schiel , Max, lil' 
Andy, Gerrymander, Shawn, DAVID SIMS, Beth, snoflake [Katie] , Sara, Socie, Sangita, 
Francie, Matt, Chaela, Connie, Big Weissman, Woodbury, Baz, Tal, Zech (Stereo Commit
tee ... good luck), Alexandra, and the long Zych legacy! (Class o' 2000 is all good of course.) 
I love you all, and leave with no regrets. Stay cool; I'll see ya 'round. -- Duane 

I, Bryan T. Lung, being of exhau ted mind and enduring body, hereby bestow the follow
ing: to Matt W. and Adam, my ditching skills and a pair of enormous eyeballs. To Ayesha, 
a ong by Garbage. To Anu, I leave Antonio Albanese, times 3. Guy gets duct tape. Evan 
C. gets a smile. To Nick Smith I leave my pencil box and a truckload of white-out pens. To 
Ryan C. , I leave success in mathematics for the rest of his life. Hertzog gets my running 
endurance to complement his mad sprinting skills. To Roxanne Chow, Gerry Shih, and 
Catherine and Elaine Wah, I leave my ability of getting away with practicing piano only 
twice a week (they'll need it). To LIFE, thanks for many awesome Bible studies. To the 
Boys Cross Country Team, I leave the knowledge that they are the best, plus many trips to 
state. And to Dr. J, Mrs. Jockusch, Mrs. Castellon, Mr. Carrubba, Magistra Newman, Herr 
W, Mrs. Laughlin, Mrs. Suslick, Mr. Sutton, Mr. B, Murphy, Doug, Mrs. Bant, Lisa Micele, 
Debbie Bo ch, Ellen Coslet, Barb, and anyone I forgot , I leave my eternal respect and grati
tude for five outstanding years. Goodbye everyone, it's been great. 

I, Meredith Main, leave Allison my extensive knowledge of computers and my thanks for 
her friendship. I leave Kristi a huge hug and much fun in P.E. next year. To all the Madri
gals, I leave a race to see who can sing Fair Phyllis the fastest. To Doug, I leave two more 
years of mornings that you'll "leave the house by 7:35" and a big hug. To Runelle, lleave 
my friendship and thanks for being so kind to me. To Ty, I leave a game of Jenga where 
your hand doesn't shake. To Nick Sansone I leave the "best director ever" award. To Liese!, 
I leave a fun senior year -and a day when you don't call me Betsy. To Yung Bi I leave the 
continuing mystery of which side of your Madrigals costume goes in front. To Jie I leave a 
day without a Latin test. To Alexandra I leave two more awesome cross country seasons. 
To Maayan and Leila, I leave a succes ful fitness class and an exciting game of ghost. To all 
my teachers who have helped me out so much, I leave my thanks and admiration. 

I, Ok ana Maksymchuk, of blissful, strong, and slightly delirious mind and body, do bestow 
the following: to Tal, "psychobitch forever!". To Shawn and AnnaS., pink wigs, silver 
eyelashes, and ArtCiub. To Alex, making out with any wall he desires. To MY beloved 
subbies, a Blair WITCH Project, a victorycopter, and a fieldtrip to a Chicago striptease 
show. To Diane, the Love Boy with some razors and whipped cream. To Chris and Jimmy, 
"Good Weadow!" and oddly rhymed poetry. To Emilia, a bra on the locker, naked chlorine
scented conversations about boys, Toby and Gabe. To Matt, mints and eternal affection for 
belly-buttons. To the swim team (aka sexy things), underwear, Queen and the boys locker 
room (you wish!) To Nafisah, sugared butter, the memories of my malicious breaststroke, 
and kitchen discussions. To Bob- funna winters and apologies for "Do Catholics?" ques
tions. To Anna A., a morning cheer by BBs. To Althea- a kobra. To Martin, chilly sunrises, 
midnight walks and many thanks. To Jocelyn, Matt Damon to share with NickS., to whom 
I also leave worthier secret lovers, animal noi es and my hand in marriage if my love for 
him ever lessens. My admired teachers, counselors, and staff, I will always remember and 
thank YOU! And to my most loved friends I failed to mention, I have a lot to say and to 
write to you personally. 

I Tyson Masar, leave the following: To Tony Khan the L.A Lakers, a hundred parties, and 
eternal studliness. To Ty Esler, a NCAA SOCCCER title, a tennis game, and a U.S . open 
championship. To Joe Ciolli I leave an All-state, 50-goal season. Noah Isserman, gets a left 
leg and the LFO tradition (pretty boy). To Ben Leff, I give an All-American soccer season 
and a 1. Traci gets a date with KC and JoJo. To Nicole B, I leave a Miss America nomination 
and a date any time. Balint gets a "Bring the Pain" appearance and an undefeated season. 
Flynn gets a D-1 scholarship. To Gillian, a back rub and a worthy prom date. To Kathryn 
Faith I leave a crucial party. To Beth; an incredible acting/singer career, and a better world. 
To Shapiro, I leave a 3-pt record and a I 00 mile/hr. fast ball. To Yong-Bee a crazy All- tate 
trip and a high B. To Evan, a scare and a higher voice. To the soccer team I leave special 
favors and the respect it deserves. Kate gets Ian and Ian gets Kate. To Mr. Beesley, an All
American 6- 11 pt guard son that plays lacrosse, tennis, and SOCCER. To the CUBS, a trip 
to Holland. To Mr. Murphy, a classical bass player, an undefeated b-ball season, and a 
thousand thank-you's. 

I, Andrew McNabb, being of [insert overused, uncreative adjective here] mind and body, 
do hereby bequeath the following: to Tyson, my Madrigals tights; to Bryan, spare time, 
sleep, and a lot of food ; to Carl, the tapes from my car; to Carl's mouth, a moment of 
silence; to Melissa and Chas, a foosball victory; to Jimmy, more calculus; to my Physics B 
class, another fun field trip to Chicago; to Mr. Stone, a CD player; to Mrs. Morford, a 
scheduling system that works; to the P.E. Staff, my dedication to the fitness program; to 
Mrs. Ridenour, Gilbert & Sullivan; to Bresler and gang, the Jazz Band or what's left of it; 
to Chris Otto, the Uni dances, which I never skipped, my open-minded attitude towards 
"Ottonian" (read "awful") music, and a quiz game that's actually fun; to Sims, BaLaNcE 
and derivatives (note: if you're short on singers, try recruiting Elva Miller); to Murphy, the 
harnpster dance, two years of harassment and unsolicited bad advice, and "We're the Men," 
"Say No to Drugs," and the rest of my great music library ; and fmally, to some lucky 
Madrigal next year, my charred costume. 

I, Sara Medendorp, leave the following: to Kate-your very own Bagelman, a firm hand
shake, and a high-five; Andrea and Michelle-a quick arms wing and the power of being tall, 
use it wisely my friends; Sanaz-a high ponytail and PREWRAP!!!; Beth-another in-depth 
conversation about bathroom etiquette (would you judge someone?) and a spicy walk for 
old times sake; Ian-Whatyouhatin'fo?! , LOSER, a high five, and pennies thrown at your 
car; Ty-many thanks for all you did with L.I.F.E.-I'm glad I could fmally see something 
started! Best of luck with tennis ... remember me when you're famous; Gillian-a leisurely 
run in P.E. just to piss them off; Galen-a date and a late-night Mork conversation; Dan Hill
a muzzle; Nicole VanKim-a cheery "hello" each morning; Sara Jr.-a stick to fend off all 
those boys .. . you're awesome, the best of luck with everything you do; Balint- the knowl
edge that you are the hurdle god .. . good luck with practices with Chris "who is Anne Frank?" 
Warren ; UHVB-and awesome season full of prewrap, fun bus rides, and cute foreign boys; 
UHGB-a winning season-you guys deserve it! U of I Parking Enforcement-an immortal 
flaming bag of poo; For everyone else, thank you isn't enough, you've all made these five 
years memorable for me-l will miss you! 

I, Andy Mitas, leave to all the kind girls who walk the school the best jewelry in my 
Unlimited Jewelry Design collection. To all the warrior-minded guys, I leave functional 
and hilarious Medieval Combat Weapons. To the girls who do Medieval Combat, I leave 
both jewelry and weapons, plus a very special admiration. To the guys who enjoy my 
jewelry, I leave the as-of-yet non-existant collection of jewelry for guys. To all of the good 
teachers who have blessed me with understanding, I leave thanks, and cooperative stu
dents. To all, love and friendship. 

Go west (paradiseisthere), Viva Forever, don""t go back to Rockville, 
Ondrej "Andy" Mitas 

I, Jack Monahan, being of reasonably sound mind and body, leave the following: to the 
denizens of the lounge, the ultimate furniture arrangement; to subbies in the lounge, a 
beating; to Joe, the legacy of Camel Flog 7; to Derek and Joe a perfect game of On the 
Verge and Will You Hold This For Me; to Kate, one fmal giggle at my pants; to Noah, a 
better 11ght setup; to Ty and John a completely fruitless period of WWW class (Yo Marna) 
and a good scare; to Ethan, some Rage, some Aphex, and some good headbanging; to 
Beesely, the rest of the chickens; to Murdoch, happiness like a little girl; to Boyd, a great 
army and fifty cents; to Chang, a revolution; to Kelly, a good S.F. novel; to Melinda, some 
popcorn; to Mr. Zodhiates a good sketch or three; to DJ Russ, some good calculator cin
ema; to Mr. Sutton, a fmal "Konichi-freakin-wa"; to Mr. Butler, a time machine; and to Mr. 
Stone, a Uni High field trip. To Bob, a stick to fend off the ladies. And to Beth I leave Big 
Show, a real play, a real Thespian society, and big stack of Newsweek back issues 

I, Sean Morales-Doyle, leave the following things to the following people: to Devin, cour
age, which we both lack; to Gillian, a lemon and a Buzz; to Peter, some Aspirin; to Joe, the 
name Seph and a dance at soccer; to Shap, a scary stare 6th hour; to Ben L., 5-footer status, 
and a soccer ball to the face; to Ben S., the right to give me rides home; to Ian, a ride in the 
Sapp's car; to Connie, a homework paper without "whatever" on it; to Kate, sweetness and 
crunchiness; to Tony, help cleaning up, and another extra playstation; to Traci, an hour of 
jazz every Monday night; to Alexandra, pink eye and someone else to fight with first hour; 
to Sanaz, a secret you try to keep from me, but can't; to Flynn, a scary car ride; to Verner, 
a piano recital YOU screw up; to A yo, go to hell, and shut the hell up. 

Me, Errol Packard, being of multiple minds and bad grammar, leave this stuff: Kelly gets 
to talk about Star Trek, Martin gets own kool moozic, Anu gets a dip to remember, Chalea 
gets friends who can spell her frickin name, Betty Slavery also gets a good name, Carl gets 
his teeth bashed in (sorry it's justice). My Japanese class gets my deepest sympathies. Y'all 
know why. Ben Leff gets a lifetime supply of Rosebud Frozen Peas. Doug Main gets the 
cherished mantle of weirdness. Clutch it to your bosom like it was your own newborn 
child. All hail Lord Noah! He is our new God! Tal whazzup you da skillziezt rnzug I 
knzow. Know short guys always get da females. Hopefully our own age even! Alex M gets 
a doctorate in Starving Artistology, Mel1ssa gets guacamole, Emilia gets a cute husband 
she will like very much, Sanaz will have a very VERY long life please unlike her stories, 
Devin gets to shave his own head (like that?). Ciolli gets a Hannibal Lector-style suite and 
straightjacket. Jake gets the NEW Deep Purple when he feels like making them, and his 
own classic rock station. Anthony gets moneez and ONE damn name. Seabass I love you 
call me ;). Roxarme gets a drumstick? Why? And also you don't have to tum on the red 
light. Meera gets in this will cuz she wants to be. Teachers thanx, I love all (most) of you 
, specially thanks to Sensei, and all the history dept. for sparking my interests. To everyone 
I left out I leave the memory of Ed Tenace. 

What's up? I, Nick Pelafas, leave the following things: To ian I leave the 'hood (hold it 
down!), to beth I leave the quest of finding out what in Narnia is time? To rice I ask you to 
keep the hip-hop alive and real, to balint some phat breaks I wish I could do, to gillian I 
leave a smack on the butt and a special poptab, to nicole some private salsa lessons and 
spanish ghetto, ben gets some play and a 3, flynn some bandaids and a nastyass dunk, 
david gets to be the lion or the tinman, laila remember montreal?, katherine drama irnprov 
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for life baby, ayo soccer man keep it real, ciolli a new inflatable woman and a soccer record, 
mattie gets a big shoutout in math class, shap big bootie ho, the administration gets some 
mud shrimp from new orleans,maria keep dancin, kate gets some velcro cargo pant , peter 
some asprin or mmphine, tony a tight car and a phat coaching care~r, traci say my name and 
ariel gets some guts to someday make a move and a really long kis . peace. one. 

I, Elliot Ramos, leave the following. To Murph, big thank for giving me confid~nce in my 
musical ability and for being a friend. To my math teachers, thanks with apologtes for not 
living up to your expectations. To Chris, an apology and a voice that can't be duplicated. To 
Justin, Murdoch, and Ragheb, a fierce battle for the hard work of Football Club. The sax 
section gets musicality. To Anu, a seat in Latin Club, you deserve it (hard work pays off .. .for 
some of us.) To Zhubin, his brother's bad-ass legacy. The Senior 7: a "hell yeah," thanks, 
and a contract with with Blue Note. To Uni, diversity and multiculturalism. To Sims, jazz 
piano, french hom and voice. To Sangita and Anita, run of the school .. It'll be over before 
you know it. To Phil, NBA contracts and mad hops. Tyrone, a dope music an~ soccer c.areer 
and Autumn Leaves. To Mike, I leave a Sonny Corleone style asswhoopm for bemg a 
bastard and a cure for his pathological liar syndrome. To everyone who's treated m~ with 
respect, thank you with mutual respect. To everyone who hasn't...Every class after this one 
gets a Zinger. !Viva la Raza! Peace and God Bless. 

I Emily Richardson, being of a not-at-all ound mind, hereby bequeath the following stuff. 
To: Nick Smith- a big kiss (no whining), a promise to visit often ~hile I'm at c.ollege, and 
some playing time; Balint, Patrick, & Derek- hananoS~yob1 ; Ev~n- a vmce change; 
Meli sa H.- anightofbutt watching; Ty, Naresh, Dan A.,Just.m Lee, & Tun~ enough woman 
to go around; Yong-Bee- Kavi ; Nick Sansone- a nomination for playwnght of the ye~; 
Beth- a shopping spree at Marshall Fields and a search for Mrs. R. ; Dan Pleck- a lap to ~1t 
on; all of the Subbies- a growth spurt; Andy- a slap in the face and breakfast at ~at cafe m 
New Orleans; Allison- YO MAMA!! ; Mela and Stephy- Chuh-uh; Sam- something to grab; 
Tyson- a mailbox, but I hit it; Mike-many more bus trip romances and a trip to England; 
Kelly- my friendship forever, no matter how far apart we are. 

I, Big Daddy Blackalicious (a.k.a. Phil Rowell) leave th,e ,;ollowing it~ms to these people. 
Tony ... you get some basement memories and another 6 8 crossdres mg center ... Ben g~ts 
some cahunas to take a charge and much Jove for passing the ball ... Shap gets some stamma 
and a track scholarship (Lightning Feet) .. . Gillian gets a raincheck for all of the bac~~s I 
owe, her skillz to do the hydraulics, and some more dirty jokes .... Laila ~ets anoth~r A vmgton 
date, some lavender, and a tall gay guy (Just to prove you wrong) ... Rice-a-Roru gets some
one else to steal all of his cd's and some Cheakin' steez ... Mt. St. Flynn gets my mad hops, 
some driving lessons, and some Valium to calm down during games ... Ayo gets the A-~. 
torch passed on to him .. .Joe C. get some help ... please? .. . Andrea gets to be s?meone el e s 
fashion consultant and another backrub ... Maria gets braces (how do you like that?) and 
orne brown bag Junches ... Derek I. gets more game than a World Serie and some Bio 

memories (sicko) ... Nicole B. gets a Miss America nomination (don't forge~ the little 
people) .. . Noah gets his Gap modeling contract... Balint gets some more B~boy skills ... Love 
gets a new pair of shorts and props for runnin' with the big boys ... The g1rls teams get fr~e 
Bagelman's sandwiches ... To all the teachers ... a big thank you .. .. .To anyone that I h~ve acci
dentally forgotten know that you're on my mind and I apologiZe! . T~anks for making these 
years of my life interesting and I'll see you at the crossroads ...... s1grung out... ... . 

I, Sam Schnuer, declaring myself to be of unstable mind and almost-fit body, do .her~by 

leave the following things: To Helen, a grin that only we understand. To Max, a swift kick 
in the ass, my good looks, Schnuer charm, and math skills. To Beth, the title ~f. Counter
Bust Champion. To the entire 9A Brown mob, Jarlings. To Ma~ha, the fine ability .to tor
ment Catlin. To McNerd, I leave a sense of humor. Jack gets a parr of crotchless panties. To 
Mr. B, a student whose handwriting is more illegible (han yoiur) own. To Mr. Russell , 
several really odd Jab reports. To Mr. Carrubba, a Physics field trip, sans ice. To all Intro to 
Radio classes, Lance (Siulverman). To Roaa, a Haitian. To the subbie who played Rosa, an 
acting career and chee ecake. To Jocelyn, full and complete perrnis~ion to tease M~. To 
Celeste, laughter. To all the ladies I leave photos of my buff self to s1gh over. To ~laue, a 
soft foam spoon. To Emily R. an inappropriate comment. To all ~fthose o.n.the Physics field 
trip, I leave a series of tasteless jokes. Finally, to the general public, the ability not to take the 
world seriously. 

I, Daniel Stichter, do hereby dole out the following poop: for Chuck and EZ anoth~r xc 
scavenger hunt and a pole vaulter. Celeste gets many do es of late-night telep~one wackiness 
and a big hug and an NaHC03 buffer solution. Ariel receives a crazy road tnp to wherever, 
more time with her loco Bean, and an elegant but massive TP job. Tyson gets all the bead~ 
he ever wanted. Becca gets my thanks for that big sunny smile that never goes away. Dov1 
gets Jaakko. Sara-a lifetime supply of Mango Body Butter an~ lots of good German memo
ries. Galen gets all-state, a squirrel, and alJ the horny Burger King employees he can ~an? I e. 
Guy gets Evan, and vice versa, for 2 more years. Evan also gets soap on a rope. B~nt JUSt 
gets bigger and buffer and faster. Poor Verner gets to run a 16:39, but no faster. Fruth ~ets 
a fine black man. The sophomores get Mrs. Jockusch. To Ben Leffl leave an ass-whoopmg 
every time he says "bitch". Nicole gets a 28-year-old boyfriend and a varsity xc .spot. To 
David I will both my blinding speed and my outstanding pee control. Use them wisely, ~d 
tear this place up. Finally, I want to thank Mr. B, Mr. Sutton, Ray, Mr. Stone, Herr W, L1sa, 
and Doug for being such great teachers. 

I, Benjamin "Weej" Lee Smarr, of sound mind and Benjy (not really. !ust Benjy. And not 
sound either), do hereby bequeath the following things to the followmg peo~le. To Mr. 
Beesley I leave a 75 lb. Sack of second rate juice oranges, and a lot. of crus~e? 1ce. To Mr. 
z, I will an air tazer so that you may pacify those of us that speak w1th~ut rrusmg our hand . 
To Mrs. Newman I leave a private jet, some buff roman slaves, and ultimate power over the 
other languages. The last teacher, Mr. B: the will to put up with more of us "stupid kids" .so 
that future classes can benefit from your teachings as I did. O.K., now the youths. Darnel 
Weissman, I leave you 4 squares of jerk water taffy. JIMMY!! I will you a copy of the 
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movie "GoodFellas" and sugge t that it has meaning for you. To Ligia I will the ability to 
consistently beat up Pedro. To Liese) I will magic powers. Kelly, I will to you an unquench
able blood Just and a flare for leadership. Finally, to Portis, I leave a drugged up puppy. I'm 
sorry. This has to be short. I'IJ miss you all. 

I, Scott Strand, being, want to give these people the e things. KeJJy-Chris and late night 
existential angst. llina-a prom date on call, and a less shocking frrst movie. Maria-a guy 
that'll always treat you like a treasure. Ben L.-the nice guy awards I got last year, you 
deserve them more. Beth-A Summit, a repayment blind date with the man of your choice (to 
Wild Things 2 .. . nooooo!), much gratitude and a comfy place in my memory. DanA and 
DanG-their theater debut in "Chippendale's Greatest Hits part 9". Noah-his%(*"%& va
nilla milkshake, best of luck (to Fanzi too), and another round of the England game. Kyle-a 
stand up comedy routine, a leather jacket sewn with doilie , great improv ideas. Dan Hill-an 
appreciation in others of true genius, and yes, gerbils are very funny. Jason B.-someone to 
help with the water jugs (even though you don't need it), and dictatorship of an i~l~d 
nation. GiJJian-a ride that never runs errands. Tal-mutated superpowers, a cape, and b10ruc 
legs. Joe C.-a tremendous rack and his senior debate . Balint-a 100% eason and a drag 
chute. Peter-gallons of apple cider and a half field shot. Physics BC-a big book of "Trau
matic Accident Humor" , featuring such clas ics as "Well, we asked for a lab, didn ' t we?" 
Mr. Sutton-the silver spike and my admiration. My library friends-someone who orders Jes 
books and returns the ones he does. Dr. Carrubba-a guilt free conscience, and a "serious" 
question. Coach Beesley-everyone's answers to the Purity tests, lots of thanks, and a dream 
date with Becca (or Military Man). Lisa-thank you so much, without you I wouldn't have 
the future I do. To Uni, a soon to be alumni who won't forget a place that's done so much for 
him. To the guys-a world that's a little more surreal. Thanks for everything, everybody. 

I, Rebecca Marie Tabb, being a cool figure skating chic with a funky accent, leave the 
following--Sanaz: A new swing dancing partner and our awesome dip, Mulan, and some
one to complain about annoying ice arena people with. Ty: Lots and lots of thanks for 
starting L.I.F.E. and a tennis scholar hip. David Love: Tupac reincarnated and Sar~ Wrap. 
Noah: Fried chicken and "How life?" Traci : My sunshiney smile and many fun rughts out 
with my little sis. Balint: My title as Super Skater Lady. Meera and Laila: A new spon or 
and badness points. Meera also gets magic sand and an illusionist, and Laila gets G~~n. 
Galen: A winter formal date, a massage and Laila. Alexandra: Unrotten boys, my pos1t1on 
as audacious leader of the rebel geese, gymnast serenades, spy games, and Wind or Road 
runs. Nicole: My RAD knowledge to fend off all those boys and varsity. Molly and Teresa: 
Rides home with my cool music. To all my teachers: A big huge thanks for making Uni 
such a wonderful experience for me. Beesley: Someone else to make fun of, military man, 
and thanks for being a cool yearbook advisor. Yearbook Staff: Austin Hand. Noah and 
Fanzi: Hectic Deadlines, lots of laughs during yearbook class, and be t wishes as next year's 
yearbook editors. Girls XC: Rebel Geese and V-formation, Elmo, Top of the the Wor~d, 
Kick the Can, and a state championship. Got Runjun? Gilly: Begillness and our club Beg1ll, 
knowledge that the Blue Jays actually suck, a TKO buddy, gansta whatever floats your boat, 
you can't can't have your cake and eat it too, and eternal thanks for being such an awesome 
friend. JC: No more yearbook corrections! Everyone else: Keep in Touch-alrighty? I'll 
miss ya. B-Bye!!! ! 

I, Alex Tarr, having once had a mind and body, bequeath the following: Jake gets "Layla" 
the "Sunshine of my Love", and a real band. Cat Shit Mel, Pretty Peter Farner, and Balint 
get an all star defense. Talkitron gets a "wassup" and to beat the crap out of me. Kyle gets 
kicked in the Jimmy, again. Dang and Dana get to stop fighting for 10 minutes. Ernila and 
Toby get that special omeone. Alex Mitchell a lead roll in the Uni High production of 
Rocky Horror. god gets the lighting board and a real ladder to climb. Martin C. gets some 
sleep. Eithan gets omeone who wont always kick his butt in Ultimate Frisbee. Kristi gets 
Chaela and all my space in our bathroom for doing her hair. Beth gets the best play ever and 
a life sized Harrison Ford doll . Boyd gets the world, when I'm done with it. Tali keeps my 
Jove and friendship, and gets a video phone. AU my fellow workers get 10 million more 
ab urd moments in time. Claire will always have my love and friendship, and gets a giant 
pot of tea and a license to practice psychiatry. The rest goes to the best sister in the world, 
Michaela Tarr. except my waterbed. 

Charles Terry leaves the following stuff: to Lil Slich, the Slichter-Terry lounge, to Verner 
drive-thru trips to DQ and a jump hug, to Ashwin, also a jump hug, to Isserman, plenty of 
Garcias and caffeinated mints, to Climer, hi s shirt back, to Evan C., some oxygen to run 
with, soap he can hold on to, and extra time to stretch, to Guy B., a car for him and Evan to 
get to morning practice with and big towels, to Zhub, jump hugs and illegal tum~, to Anu, 
The Thin Red Line and Jim Caviezel in boxers, to Devin, the knowledge that he 1s sexy, to 
Derek, his own t.v. show and a microphone, to Maria, Psych class, laughs, and a spot on 
Dereks show, to Faith, my cousin and a lifetime supply ofFuBu, to Bailey, a trip to Italy and 
hot college girls, to A yo, the black male population of the chool and the strength to hold on, 
to Galen, the CC team and the knowledge that I'm a better driver, to Sanaz, hot Per ian 
guys, and to Gillian, Matt Damon and Steak and Shake. 

I, Alex Thaler, being of nowhere near sound mind and body, do hereby bequeath the follow
ing to the appropriate people: to Daniel Weissman, I leave more than half a free period ~r 
semester and many slacking opportunities. To Anna Chen, I leave the knowledge that I will 
eventually come back and collect the $3*10"59 debt she owes me. To Matt Woodbury, I 
leave a more successful catapult, Root Beer Club and the stereo. To Chas Conway, I leave 
the task of Mac evangeli m. To Jacob Hertzog, I leave my medieval combat teacher po i
tion . Make sure everyone knows that every day is a good day to die. To the rest of the 
underclass swordfighters, I leave many a great battle. To Ligia DeRose, I leave all the extra 
height she says she wants. To Eric Chang, I leave gun control. To Mr. Butler, I leave all of 
the HISSS software I write. To Eithan Ritz, I leave the upkeep for said software. To Mr. 
Carrubba, I leave the courage to teach physics labs. To the subbies, I leave four years of 
bizarre occurrences. Finally, to Uni in general, I leave fond memories and some renova
tions. 



I, David James Thomas, being of ound body and mind leave everything to A yo, flat out. Oh 
yeah, and the CUBBIES, mokesum, Nestle and Quik, times square, dj scrib and tyrese 
holdin it down the party don't stop y'all, party don't stop. 

I, Ginny Tucker, leave the following tuff to the following people: Gillian-- all our 'Ginnian' 
moments and the ability to call guy . Laila and Meera --hug for coolness and a new spon
sor. Tony-- 'Sports Night' and Craig Kilbourne. Shapiro-- someone cool to hang out with at 
piano recitals. Jenny B --my hero, the Carrie Bu ey tradition. Ian-- my Edi on yearbook so 
I can't how anyone el e your cute picture. Carol -- Can I borrow your history notes? Love, 
SB. Maria-- a hug for being o sweet. Andy-- the joy of older guys (4 years isn't that much!) 
Kate-- SETTER MAGIC! Sanaz -- Sara and a roll of prewrap on the back of the bus. Nicole 
B. -- Nice Pants. Tali --com muffins. UHVB --an awesome season, pre-wrap, you just 
don't understand, and another hot guy to di tract you during practice (but not games, 
EWWW!) Everyone else-- a big hug and a ki s goodbye. Thanks for making these last 5 
years awesome! 

I, Melissa Wei , being of sound mind and body, bequeath the following to the following: To 
Molly (Duke!), admission to Duke and more paraphernalia. To Alex, my green hair thing 
and my favorite dork. To Verner, the ability to touch his toes by next CC season. To Nicole: 
"ACTUALLY ... " w/o foul connotations. To Ruth, Shawn and Cranny, I leave moo-scented 
candles. To Janaki, frisbee! To Galen, more prurient thoughts and your favorite leprechaun. 
The girls team gets the return of Jacey, Top of the World, subservient geese, pink and blue 
TP (use it wisely), tate, lot of runjun and frisbee-jisbee. The boys team gets Elmo (admit 
you love him too; don't remove the sound box) and a chance to shine at state. Stay strong and 
focused. Ryoko and Zhubin get more chemistry. To Susan, I leave cooked lobsters (ilk). 
Cute Evan gets a smile and Ms. Gomez's dogs. To Jimmy, I leave chocolate and good 
poetry. To Carol, aka clam-digger girl, I leave that zany 12-year-old look you give me in the 
halls and our crazy hand signal. To Chas, more foosball and high 5s when we beat AM & 
MM again and blue aliens. To Julianne, I leave the you-never-know guy and "David that's 
stupid." To my teachers, esp. RL, DB, DS, DP, HI, WS, PZ, EJ and CB, I leave my infinite 
gratitude and respect. Everyone else, enjoy Uni. Uni Hiiigh for liiife, Uni High till I die. 

I, Princess Claire, being as sound of mind as I'll ever be, do bequeath the following things to 
the foiJowing people: to Chaeta, butterflies and flowers and a trip to the fabric store, to 
Derek, a steel toe and a quarter, to Dan Pleck, a flock of devoted girl , to Jason, all the 
attention he coould ever want, to Emilia, a hug and orne good gos ip, to Kelly, all the 3's 
you ever gave me, to Eithan, a ride home for Chaela, to Chas, a phone call in thirty years, 
some frozen broccoli , and our joint parental-unit, and to the office staff, my eternal gratitude 
for letting me borrow things, sit with you, and make a general nuisance of my elf. God 
bless all y'all! 

I, tali , of eccentric mind and pixy ish body, leave the following: to tara more goofy physics 
doodles and cool fairy clothe , for chaela the world' most elaborate sewing machine and a 
glitery carebear (its a color, really), emilia: chartreuse angel wings and rhinestone shoes. to 
katherine a kick ass portfolio. ginny gets com-muffin (neat!) and esame treet stories, for 
kyle some eyeliner (and le s fidgetiness), for roaa a few less midnight cram sessions and a 
bus. alex gets a sane friend and something "fuzzaldy." nick: a night of dancing, slichter: an 
art appreciation les on . bethy: an endle s supply of jelly beans, nichole a leopard spotted 
life, for ariel a huge hug, more goofine s, go sip and creativity ince you don't think you 
have any (bull shit)! to celeste my long distance phone bill, mile of bookshelves and an
other huge hug. to my teacher (especially mr. sutton, mrs. wells, mrs. us lick, mr . laughlin 
and rnr. stone) thanx for reminding why I love this and teaching me how to think. lisa and 
debbie get "serenity now!" to all: angel and faery creature to watch over you, pas ion in all 
your endeavors, and my complete respect and confidence in your intelligence, trength and 
creativity. 

I, Emily Wisseman, being of relatively sound mind and body (and I'm not wearing red!) 
leave the girls soccer team an awesome coach and a wish that they will always love the 
game and play their hearts out. I leave Doug Main an endless supply of plants (esp. garlic) 
and a little laughing puppet so he will always have someone to laugh at his joke . To Derek 
Iversen I leave the kick that I NEVER gave him. To Noah Isserrnan I leave a really good 
gimmick for picking up girl . To Chaela Tarr I leave an awesome dress. To Chaz: someone 
weet and nice to give him hugs and make him mile. To Dan Pleck: a big hug and a kiss on 

the cheek and a bottle of coke that will keep him from growing taller than me. 

l, Nichole Wleklin ki, of tacky leopard print and multiple body peircings will the following: 
a carborator, a fraction of my leopard print e tate, a diet coke, a hamster, my sister's enor
mous makeup case, David Bowie, a phatJungle track, a pack of Players, a pack of Cambridges, 

ick Pelafas, a crimping iron, a snorffblaster, a gutter, Mr. Sutton, Mr. Sutton's hair, a 
heartrate monitor, my Poli h Grandmother, my new mom, a dove, a zone, my ICBM's, and 
Art Kolchinsky. 

I, David Yang, being of sound mind and disproportionately large head, do hereby bequeath 
these things. To Art I leave orne soap and shampoo that I sti II owe him from junior year PE. 
To Charles I leave 4 short , 3 t-shirts and all my knowledge of women and running (go get 
-em tiger). EZ-E gets a time machine and a chance to spend the rest of his life in 14th 
century Scotland. To Jon Climer, I leave a running partner who can keep up with him on his 
ri e to the top. To Dovi, Irna and Abba I leave memories of U-Turns, Chern Projects, the 
love theorem, late night p-cing and my phone number when you need some money. To 
Julianne, Melissa and Bryan, I leave Gizmo I, II and hopes that maybe Gizmo ill will work. 
To my Physics BC class and Mr. Carrubba, comfort in knowing that in eight years you'll be 
flying to Chicago in a plane designed by Bryan and running on YangOS. To David T (B
Crui er), Jack (Warmonk), Jewi h Terra and Matt (Mokesum) and the rest ofRunDMC, my 
lP for death-matching cause you all know that I still rule when it come to double-clickin on 
my mizouse. Finally, thanks to all my teachers who have given me such an enriching high 
chool experience! 

I, Crystal Yates-White, being of spiritual mind and strong body will thus: to Chaeta, the 
500 and a gecko bra; to Melis a, honorary captain statu and another kick-ass relay; to 
Kathryn, a sprint-till-you-cry set, a no-death 100 fly, and a roach-free shower. To all my 
dear swimmers, Queen, naked photos, and Gecko POWER! Nafisah gets UMEC and Yang
Bee gets the tenor section. Jimmy gets a stack of orchestral scores to read at bedtime and 
someone to translate the text. To Sims, "Get Fruity!" and Ola. To future Social Ad. classes, 
I leave my ManorCare buddies. To Murph, I leave my nightly bouts of giggle insanity. 
Magistrae Newman multa itineres ad Roman relinquo. To Uni, I leave my support and 
deepe t gratitude for giving me confidence and knowledge of who I am. 

I, Ariel Zodhiates, being of questionably sound mind and body, do hereby bequeath a 
bunch of random stuff. Roii gets a jumbo shrimp; Sara gets an unstinky cadaver lab; Sean 
gets to entertain me & the knowledge that he is just as bad as I am; Becca gets a V
formation run & the rest of XC & Track get vandalism, top-secret messages, Providence 
parties & state! *honkhonk!!* Laila & Tara get grocery store picnics, powemap siestas & 
French Club; Phil gets the Eiffel Tower & some egyptian plum; Dorkvirusprurient Melissa 
gets to bug me lots forever; Nick gets a Bambi & Stavros adventure, my sky-blue bra, a 
ki s & beautiful babies someday; Nicole gets a booty massage and a process; Pottymouth 
gets OZONE! Ben Leff gets an ass-kicking; Stichter gets an orgasm run & *gaspelbow*; 
Galen gets to be the best bean of all ; Celeste gets a loud&juicy chat, an amazingly success
ful writing career & a little spooning; Tali gets to be a fairy, live in a big city, have purple 
hair & save the world; my wonderful baby sis Xandra gets my car, 2 empty top bunks & a 
phone card to call me whenever she wants; Mr. Sutton get a iyo-freakin-nara; Doug gets 
some lovely lawn decor; Lisa and Debbie get serenity NOW; & everybody get big hugs 
and "thank you"s! 

\CRYSTAL ZYCH\ Jenny: more late nights at your house and long notes. Plus occer 
games, orange-pants boy, and ... FIVE!! Beth: my friendship forever no matter what, all the 
CBD memories, and thanks for listening without judging. Maria: my love, memories of 
sleepovers, a guy that calls you, dancing, an image of who's making mac-n-cheese, all our 
summers together, and friend hip forever. Dork/GF/NoahZ: thanks for always being sweet. 
Dina: summer, champagne, chemistry, soccer. Kathryn: more fun nights in your neighbor
hood and the knowledge that everyone has heard of you. Andrea: soccer, and awesome 
history camp. Mr B: thanks for everything. Joe: "HEY," and bush-jumping. Carol: beef-a
roni and socks. Michael Verner: conversations anytime. Gilly: PE, SteaknShake, Prom, 
and thoughts on Mr. Bild's cia s. JG, EK, NG: a left tum on Bob's Road. Anu: more hot 
guys in the Italian metro. Tom: the satisfaction of not looking like a tourist. Traci: ballet, 
bush-jumping. Patricia: Midsummer, and Uni. Noah, Maria, Veronica: keep up the Zych 
legacy. I'm out. 
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Subbie Year~enior Class of 2000 History 
Subbie Retreat. Cutting Edge. Bomberman. Building Bridges (Tyson glues his hand to a ruler). The third ' 
floor hallway table. Charles gets 7th at state cross country meet. Sean and Becca are king and queen of 1 

Spring Fling. Mr. Clayton a.k.a. Chern Boy a.k.a Crazy Nudist. Girl's B-ball sleepover and Tysan and 
trip to Six Flags in the rain. Boochie and his undergarments. Girls leave Kenney locker room by window. ' 
Guys break locker room window with a shoe. Pedro and Natalie, urn, spend some quality time on the third 
floor. Mrs. Wysocki licks her lips at Nick and threatens to bust us up. Grammar heros! Rumors are 
nobody' s friend. We are profiled as subbies of the month--Tyson is cuter than a can of bread! "Loose Lips 
Sink Ships." Jacobson's email. Baseball and Girls Volleyball start. Andreana and the Subbie Revolt. 
Fasketball. Advisory. Cori's XMAS Party. The Subbie Only dance in Uni gym where Dave T. drinks 7 
Mountain Dews and throws up everywhere. Dave and Jack's e-mail wars. C.S. field trip to Science Mu- 1 
seum and Truth or Dare on the bus. Afroaa. We Lose: Catilina 
Couples: JC X Dave, JC X Jack, Scott X Jenn I. (2x), Andy X Emily R, Becca X Matt S, Celeste X 
Grossman, Celeste X Anand, Celeste X Paul, Nichole X Sumon, Nick X Anna B., Sara X Adam R, JC X 
Charles for an hour, Micah X Crystal Z., Betsy X Phil. 

Tessellations. Mr. Tenace: hair gel, kills his girlfriend's ants, regularizes, has a dirty butt, thinks Keanu 
Reeves is a fme FINE actor, and tries to teach us history (emphasizing the sweaty men rowing big oars). 
Men video tapes the health class and kicks out Charles and Art a lot. Our first roc kin' lockin. The Gumbi 
fight. Sucks to your assmar! Wall falls on Andy and he bites Beesley. Pirates of Penzance. The Oregano 
incident. The Gumbi email and the emaillockdown. Bat Boy Kendricks. DeadMan Clan. Beowulf Vid
~os. Romeo & Juliet skits. ReUNion and the Sock Hop. Elevator closes. Ginny closes a window, which 
prompdy shatters on her. Snowball fights banned. The history room is reversed. Mr. Stone's "lab equip
ment," babbits too! Germany Trip. Bernice Bobs Her Hair. Detective Smoot visits. The flybrary. Dovi 
racks himself on a telephone booth. Jenn infected the school with her Gavin infatuation. A couple of guys 
decide to take a swim in the Boneyard. Girls soccer starts. We get Mista Chris Warren (who could get rim, 
if he wasn't wearing his jeans). Guys XC goes to state. The beginning of the Rebel Geese. Smashing 
P-umpkins and Dave Matthews Band come to town! 
We get: Matt, Tali, Mrs. Morford. We : Cori, Anna, Micah, David D., John Bocharov, 
Couples: Matt X Tali, Jack X Ginny, Celeste X Brendan, Celeste X Chris Lamb, Celeste X Steve, Phil X 
Kendra, Meredith X Scott, Alex Tarr X Natalie, Benjy X Anna S. 

Sophomore Year: 
Slacker Year! President Clinton pays a visit to Champaign-Urbana and gets stuck in the mud. Mr. Z. 
ruins Little Red Riding Hood. Milk and Cookies. 10 of us go to prom. Yang and his porkchop. Austrians 
come and do spanking dance. Fish behind the radiator (ugh). Russians come also. Art falls out of his chair 
and makes a strange noise after failing to solve the 7X7 augmented matrix. Art lives in the Mac Lab. April 
Fools: Shelley announces she is leaving. Slichter throws the stereo out the window. Zeynab, Anna S, 
Kim and Mara get second in Exploravision. Odyssey Videos. Irish Club begins. Jack's label maker. Kim 
wants to drag race. Japan Trip. Bea goes to South Carolina for a semester. Errol and Alex write "Bald" on 
Mr Z.' scar with whipped cream. Guys XC goes to state. Scott flips over his bike at the 5K. Driver's Ed. 
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We lose: Jenn Meyer, Michael Kendricks. We Get: Y angtirne, Oksana 
Couples: Sara X Sammy, Ginny X Matt, Ginny X Dave, Becca X Sumon, Matt X Audrey, Tyson X JC, 
Tyson X Helen, DanS. X Zewde, Sara X Al, Phil X Lis, Phil X Angela, Phil X Erica, Phil X Jenny C, 
Alex Tarr X Natalie, Bea X Jay, Chris X Ginny, Claire X Zach. 

Junior Year: 
We get Dr. J as our new principal. Mr. Sutton comes back to teach us. Flu epidemic spreads through Uni. 
Ginny and Alex leave the U.S. for second semester to mingle in Europe. Our frrst year of Calculus, YAY! 
Jirka is tall, tells dirty jokes, and stays with Becca. Theo comes for a semester. Tony Khan's house. Up 
Yours Vilas Dhar! Barbary pirates. Prurient Ariel and Melissa. Andy's UJD. Philosophy class starts. Sara 
and Errol are Princess and Prince of Prom. Craig Russell is the new head of the Math Department. 
Russian ends. Art lives in the Mac Lab again. Colin totals his car three times. Spain and France Trips. Tell 
Me! Tell Me! Girls' XC goes to state! Mrs. Laughlin teaches us the coffee grinder. Who's YOUR 
Daddy? Euchre. Marc in pink for Student Productions. Duane is stereo king. Hamsterdance and purity 
tests (we didn't do so well). School gets TP'd. Summer of class-wide parties! Sam goes to Lillith Fair 
with five girls. BIG fire on campus. Lockin #2. Revenge sucks ... Vandalism isn't worth it. 
We lose: Gumbi, Nichole and Dave (Cranbrook) for the year. We get: No one! 
Couples: Matt X Janna, Tyson X Hannah, Tyson X Courtney, Ginny X Brian C, Ginny X Nick from 
Holland, Phil X Jenny C, Sara X Nick C, Ariel X Charles, Jenn I. X Chas, Errol X Liesel, Alex Tarr X 
Natalie, Jack X Beth, Art X Akiko, Art X Jessica Clay, Dave X Jessica Clay, Benjy X Crystal YW, 
Celeste X Steve, Celeste X Kavi, Jenn C. X Brian Smith. 

Senior Year: 
Y2K? Never heard of it. Class-wide apathy for work reaches all time high (senioritis). New Year's 
parties rocked. NEW ORLEANS & Strip Poker. Piercings for everyone! Habitat Trip is awesome. 
Notecards, notecards, and more notecards. Our last Agora Days! Anybody seen Dave (Thomas and 
Yang)? The senior girls shake their pom-poms at the guys' senior night. Nick sets the school record for 
shutouts in a season. Tyson sets the record for goals in a game, season, and career. Swim team (Geckos) 
and guys soccer ROCKED. Girls XC gets lOth at state! Runjun and Frisbee-jisbee.B22. Defensive 
Stance .. ready ... NO!! Club Attic. School gets TP' d again. Mrs. Suslick pushes everything back. The di
sastrous Physics field trip. Commando Tyson. Everyone drops out of Calc llllli except for 4 brave 
(crazy) souls. Party in the library, oh yeah, oh yeah! Our last "Surprise" Winter Party. College Apps. 
Medieval combat passed on to a new generation. Mr. B. is Christ (in Mississppi). Jacobson's email. Boys 
B-Ball had the best start of the '90's, Faith's party. Debate issues (but they're brief). Mascot controversy 
and shortnened period debates. Waaaay too much PDA. We get coach Bill. Jaako is your daddy. Yo 
mamma! Kendall tries to put his S.S.# in the Yearbook. Uni Jews. 
We get: Ayako, Enloe, Nichole We lose: Our darling lunch lady Sheila. 
Couples: Sara X Nick C., Phil X Jenny C, Scott X Bea, Alex Tarr X Claire, Dan S. X Celeste, Celeste X 
SteveS., Matt X Jenny B, Matt X Janna, Ariel X Galen, Mike Enloe X Emily R, Emily R. X Nick Smith, 
Art X Nichole, Errol X Ligia, Jenn C. X Brian Smith, Emily W. X Will, Jack X Beth, Benjy X Crystal 
YW, Jenn I X Adam Reynolds, Becca X Tommy, Ilina X Mattias, Nick X Gillian. 
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"May sunshi1e and haA;Iiness SUtTOUI"d you wte"' 
far fran home. And may~ fiON to be proud, ci91fied, 
and 1rue. And <il 11tto others as ~·d have c:.me to you. 
Be cauragacus and brave. And when ~ finaly fly awiill 

rl be hoPng that I served~ well. For all tle wiscbn 
c:J a lilatirne, no Ol'l8 can fNe1 tel. But 'tWlataler road 

chccse, I'm ri9'lt betW¥:i ~ Wtn or lose." 

-Rod Stewart, "Forever YOLI1Q" 
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WAY TO GO MARC! 

We're all very proud of everything you 
have accomplished. We know you have 
the tools it takes to make it! Good luck 

in all you do! 

Love, 
Mom, Dad, and Erik 

Alex Thaler: 

Congratulations! We hope that you 
always find things that you like to do. 

Take good care of Clonk! 
Love, 

Ben, Jenny, Inga, and Jon 
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"Once upon a time there was a 
beautiful young Princess that grew 

up to be a benevolent and 
powerful Queen. And 

the heavens named 
her Celestial Rae." 

Live happily 
ever after. 

-Mom 
and 
Dad 





A /,_ (27/}j) /Z,-'rl t:? fottin' downbusyintheblgdouble J V 77 'vU~ , VU ~ e-zphunktown 

Yeah, baby! Thanks to hard work from Nick 
Pelafas, Mrs. Suslick, Betsy Braden, Meredith 
Main, all of the volunteers, class committees, and 
support from the faculty (at least, the majority) 
the senior class spent Februrary 15th, 16th, and 
17th partying in New Orleans! The fun started 
on the train, with most of the class getting little 
sleep for the 22 hour train ride (which was five 
hours longer than it should have been, thanks to 
a broken train axle). We arrived and went to 
Olivier's for a class dinner of shrimp creole and 
bread pudding, and then turned loose on the town. 
Over the next days we toured the shops and res
taurants of the French Quarter, saw the sights of 
Bourbon Street by night (ALL the sights), danced 
in Preservation Hall, snacked on beignets and 
chickory coffee at the famous Cafe Du monde 
(MMMM!), checked out the street performers of 
Jackson Square, and had a generally great time. 
Major highlights of the trip included a jazz 
riverboat cruise, a group piercing trip (ouch!), and 
Jack and Colin singing and playing their lungs 
(and fingers) out in an Irish pub. We reluctantly 
boarded the train back to school on Monday, and 
returned to FREEZING cold Champaign-Urbana. 
Taking Mrs. Suslick' s advice, we all attended 
school the next day (after arriving in town at 6 
A.M.), keeping the trip possible for other classes. 
What an amazing senior trip! 



Both Pages (l-r, t-b ): Jack invents a 
hilarious improv blues song at the Irish 
pub; Mara, Mrs. Suslick, Oksana, Kim, 
and Mrs. Burton are the queens of 
Jackson Square; Meredith and her mom 
are Martha Stewarts gone bad; Marc, 
Jack, Sam, and Ben have an action figure 
showdown; Marc, Erik, Alex, Duane, 
Bryan, Jennifer, Benjy, Crystal, Meredith, 
and Mrs. Main in the funny hat picture!; 
Celeste, Nichole, Tali, Ariel and Nick 
party in the French Market; here's a 
group on the train, just after a -revealing
game of poker. 







Rebecca 
Marie Tabb 

It's not where you are but who you're with 
that really matters. - DMB. It's 50 sad that 
five great years are coming to a close. I hq?e 
you all enjoy the yearlloct and that it will a~ 
ways bring smiles to your faces. Thark you to 
Scott, Phil and Beesley for your hard work and 
making yearlloct enjoyable. Tharks 50 rruch to 
our entire staff, esp. Art, Muchas tharks to my 
family and friends. You were marvelous and I 
love ya And a final word of wisdom from a 
forttre coctie: It's doing good with what you've 
got that lights the moming star. B-Bye! 

~ b.v~~DY. TuAN~ Fo~ 

MWN. U~ (i"RAND. 
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